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James B.Scott, 75, was admittedllheMurray-Calloway County Hospital after the
car he was driving *aged into this meek ow the A.B.Lassiter Road. Witnesses at the scene said that
Scott "Blacked out,- and left the road.
(Staff Photo by David Hill)

Curris Tells Mayfield Rotary
Plans To Extend- MSU Services
overflow crowd of Mayfield are in need of extra training,
Rotarians and guests at the but not able to go to the campus
Holiday House restaurant, to get it. "For this reason, we
made his first off-campus must move beyond the campus
public speech since being sworn arid think in terms of extension
in as president Sept. 15. Earlier classes," Curris said.
The 32-year-o1d president said
in the day, he was the guest at
the making to
an informal reception held at plans are in
the Holiday Inn sponsored by offer extension courses in areas
the local MSU Alumni Asso. of West Kentucky where there is
indication they are needed."We
Century Club.
"We must strive to make must first study the needs and
Murray State a dynamic find out what they are," Curtis
regional university with a said. "We will then work to
national reputation," Curris meet them the best we can."
He added that Graves County
said. "To do this, we must not
pattern our plans from other may have one need because of
universities, but pattern our the industry and business
plans to the needs of the people located in it while another
of
the region it is intended to county may have a different
By James C. Williams
need.
serve."
Curris said that Murray State
Curris said many of the
Too many folks today have a people involved in business and must provide the leadership to
champagne appetite with a beer industry throughout the region
(See Curtis,Page 12)
pocket book.

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Someone said this is the age of
tension. Almost everyone lives
in fear of bending an IBM card.
We have an unusually good
a-op of Persimmons this year.
We mash many of them as we
mow and the Butterflies light on
them and sup on the sweet fluid
for minutes at a time.
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The Rob Baker family below but With quick work by
narrowly escaped injury last neighbors and Baker removed
night when a smoky fire most of the contents of the lower
damaged their two-story home story.
Firemen used self-contained
on the Coles Campground Road.
r
Calloway Co. Fire-Rescue was breathing apparatus to get to
summoned to the scene and pat the blaze but were hampered by
out the blaze, limiting damage intense heat. Firemen assisted
the Bakers in initial cleanup of
to the upstairs story.
Baker told firemen that he debris before returning to the
was made aware of the fire firehouse at 11 p.m. after over
when his two year old daughter, two hours at the scene.
Boosters hoses and about 500
Melissa t• Jo, began screaming.
Baker heard a crackle and gallons of water were used to
looked outside and saw flames extinguish the blaze.
Firemen at the scene were
coming from an upstairs
window. He dashed upstairs and Jimmy Kelly, Bill Marcum,
rescued his daughter who had Bernard Steen, Charles Tubbs,
been sleeping in a rear Ron Stout, Edwin Jennings,
at4tievessa.
sert
Ran Stout, Jerry Edwards,
bedroom.
Baker reported that flames Robert Trenholm, Ronnie
had filled the front bedroom Barnett, Max Dowdy, Mike
where his two sons normally Farley, Ricky Edwards, Jim
sleep and smoke was very Wilkinson, and Loyd Key.
MILK PRICE INCREASES—The price of milk jumped about 28 cents per gallon at the retail
dense. He grabbed the other two
Monday in local supermarkets. The price for Ali-Jersey is from $1.57 to $1.59 per gallon and the
children at home, Jimmy 4, and
for a gallon of stare-brand milk,such as Kroger's or 1GA,went to about 81.55.
Kimberly Anne,8, and rushed to
Staff Photo by David Hill
a neighbor, Purdom Lovett, for
aid. Mrs. Bettye Baker and son,
Robert Steven, 10, were not
Rainfall for the tnonth of
home.
Mrs. Lovett called city September was 1.27 inches
her than the normal for the
firemen who relayed the call to
the rescue squad. Ricky Ed- •• th, according to John Ed
wards, Loyd Key, and Lt. Jhn • I ,local weather observer.
Wilkinson ferried the three
Scott said the total rainfall for
vehicles to the scene and the September was 4.36 inches
entire squad was summoned to compared with the normal of
By DAVID HILL
the scene.
3.09 inches.
getting out of the dairy
Ledger & Times Staff Writer else, expenses for dairies, such business. Feed costs, and other
Firemen kept the blaze
The total rainfall for the year
confined to the upper front through September 30, is 54.17
The inajopty of the 20-cent as gasoline, tires, insurance, farm costs have risen so
bedroom but reported heavy 'inches coMpared the normal of per gallon price increase in and all other operating ex- drastically, that dairy farming
smoke and heat damage in the 96.65 inches for that period, milk Monday went for increases penses, have risen. These in- Is no longer as profitable to the
other bedroom. Some water Scott said.
in raw milk prices; a Ryan Milk creases had to be absorbed by farmers as it once was.
Temperatures for the month Co. official said.
damage occurred in the rooms
When the supply began to get
the dairy, and could not be
recorded an average high of 83.8
James Garrison, general passed on in wholesale price short, the demand became
andan average low of 64.9 whlle manager of the local dairy, said increases.
greater, so the law of supplythe high for the month was 94 on that over 90 per cent of the
He further explained-. that demand caused prices to rise.
September 4, and the low for the wholesale increase can be at- Dairyman, Inc., sets the twice
Garrison noted in an earlier
month was 43 on the night of tributed to increases in raw for raw milk, and the plants interview that the increase in
Hollis Clark of Murray, a September 18, imidording to the milk prices.
have nothing to say about what prices will actually be an asset
The move was initiated by they are charged. He em- to Calloway County's economy,
junior at Murray State figures released by Scott.
Dairyman, Inc.,- which sets the phasized that -Me-dairy Is not since more milk is exported
University, has been selected as
price which dairies must pay getting the extra money from than is used here.
one of 34 cast members for "An
for raw milk
Italian Straw Hat," the first
As for further increases,
the increase, but that the rise in
Garrison explained that in prices is coming at the raw milk Garrison sees no more drastic
major production of the year by
previous weeks, government level.
the University Theatre Oct. 18hikes, such as the one Monday,
controls have prevented dairies
19-20.
Much of the increase can be but added that a gradual infrom raising prices, except to attributed directly to the milk crease may be seen in future
Clark, the son of Dr. and Mrs.
pass on increases in raw shortage now being experienced months, as the cost of living
Charles Clark of Murray, will
agricultural prices. He noted, because so many farmers are increases also.
play the role of Tardiveau in the
five-act comedy by playwrights
OWENSBORO, Ky. ( AP) —
Eugene Labicbe and Marc- Kentuckians could eventually
Michel.
pay more for gas under higher
He is a speech major at rates requested by Texas Gas
Murray State, and is a member Transmission Corp. of Owensof Pi Phi Delta honorary speech boro.
society.
The natural gas pipeline opDescribed as a comedy with erator filed a request Monday
songs in the French 19th cen- for a rate increase of "about 10
total market basket bill was up due to Worldwide demand.
vaudeville per cent," and asked the FedBy LOULSE COOK
tury farcical
in six cities and down in seven.
Government and industry exAssociated Press Writer
tradition, the show directed by eral Power Commission in
Consumers fighting the battle In almost half the cities, the perts alike watched during the
Robert E. Johnson,chairman of Washington to allow the new
of the bulging food bill suffered change either way was less than month to see what the contheatre arts, includes five rates starting Nov. 1..
sumer would do. Many sources
another setback in September, one per cent.
different sets.
board
chairThe company's
Of the total number of items said that grocery bills would
Curtain time each evening is 8 man and chief executive offi- an Associated Press marketchecked, however, 36 per cent come down again if people rep.m. in the University Theatre cer, W.M. Elmer, said the in- basket survey shows.
The family grocery bill on cost more on Oct. I than they fused to buy at high prices.
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts crease is needed because of
did a month earlier. TwentyThat's what happened with
Center.
"increases in the cost of pur- Oct. 1 averaged almost nine one per cent cost less, 32 per pork chops and eggs.
They
per
cent
more
than
it
did
on
chased gas, higher system opcent were unchanged; and 11 soared during early August,
(rating and maintenance ex- March 1. On Sept. 1, the mar- per cent were
unavailable on then started to decline because
penses," and other cost in- kethasket bill was seven per one of the
of consumer resistance.
check dates.
-.
cent
higher
than
it
was
six
creases.
From Aug. 13 to Sept. 1, for
To some extent, the increases
months earlier.
The increase would raise
reflected the lifting of the example, pork chops declined
all
bad:
The
news
wasn't
rates in the company's service
kept going freeze on beef prices, which in nine of 13 cities checked.
area by stbout $31 million, com- Pork diga and eggs
clown. But the food bill was were under controls from the They increased in two cities
pany officials said.
pushed up by higher prices for end of March until Sept. 10 and were unchanged in the othTexas Gas sells to dismilk, sugar, butter and cookies. Other factors included new gov- er two. From Sept. 1 to Oct. 1,
Tenn., and William Sloan, 24, of tributors serving more than
The AP checked the prices of ernment regulations permitting the price of a pound of pork
the
half
Kentucky's
natural
gas
Louisville, escaped from
15
food and nonfood items in 13 wholesalers and retailers to chops declined further in seven
Lexington Federal Building customers, and Louisville Gas
cities on March 1 and has rech- raise their prices to corn- of the nine cities where it
Monday afternoon by sawing di Electric Co., with about 250,ecked them each succeeding pengate for hikes in operating dropped.. earlier. It also dethrough a window bar, officials 000 customers, buys all its natcosts and higher wholesale clined in the two cities where it
month.
ural gas from the company.
said.
On Oct. 1, The AP found the prices for basic commodities increased during the end of AuThey were charged with willgust. The price stayed the
ful murder in the shooting
same in two cities and went up
deaths of three persons at a
in two.
home near Lexington and three
Motel
other persons at Fishers
in Falmouth, 25 miles south of
here.
The fugitives were arrested
by a squad of four Fort Thomas policemen on U.S. 27 who
had received a call that they
The Artifact Exhibit of the
were in a car stolen from one
Palestine Institute Museum of
of the victims in Falmouth.
the Pacific School of Religion
Police said, "One of the fugiwill be at the First Christian
tives said, 'I killed three people
Church for the public to view for
in Lexington, too," after he
another week.
.4,
was arrested.
The Artifact Display from the
The Lexington victims were
Holy Land will be open to the
identified as the Rev. John K.
public each day- Monday
•
Barnes, 47, an Episcopal ministhrough Friday front nine a.m.
ter, his daughter, Francien P.,
to four p.m. •
18, and his son, John E., 14.
Included in the chhibit is a
The family lived on Russell
replica of a slingshot from the
Cave Pike -north of Lexington.
.4
time of David and Goliath,a cup
The Rev. Barnes's wife,
which is some 5,000 years old,
Mary Agnes, was in Louisville
and an ancient lamp from the
attending the trienneial general
time of Jesus which unconvention of the Episcopal
CHECK PRESENTATION—Wells Purdom, Jr., rearming the- litirray New Car Dealers doubtedly He had in mind when
Vie he told the parable of the five
eaR041, seeing"- vIce-preildent
Church.
Association, presents a Si00 check from the group
The victims in the motel Homey High Band Boosters Club. The money wlli be used ie finance the Murray High Band's trip to wise and five foolish virgins, a
were identified as David and the Orange Bowl. Members of the Murray New Car Dealers Associatiou include Cain & Tress Motor ,spokesman said. Many other
Monroe Sizemore of Hyden, Sales; Carroll Volkswagen, Inc.: Taylor Motors Inc.; Murray Masan, Inc.; Parker Ford, Inc.; things are found in the display
Hatcher Auto Sales and Sanders & Purdom Motor Sales.
(See Escapees,Page 12)
(Staff Photo by Mike Hrandoal
from the ancient city of Migpah.
'
.

Rainfall Higher
For Past Month

MAYFIELD, Ky. — Dr.
Constantine ( Deno( Curris,
sixth Rresident of Murray State
University, said here Monday
night that he will strive to extend the services of MSU
-beyond its Calloway County
campus so that it will become
"a part of every community in
West Kentucky."
Curris, speaking before an
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Family Narrowly Escapes
Injury In Fire At Home
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We don't know what has
gotten into the Mocking Birds at
our place. There are five or six
of them and for some reason
they squawk at us when we
come out as though we are
Interrupting something. Notice
how red the Robin's breasts are
now?
Tommy Carroll is an astute
young business man. We agree
with him that a person should
conduct his business and personal affairs so that he can meet
any man on the street and be
able to look him in the eye.

Hollis. Clark To Be
In MSU Production

Texgas Asks
For Increase
Of 10 Per Cent

Consumers Fighting Battle Of
Bulging Food Bill Lose Again

Two iscapas Arrested T
Charged With Slayinw-Of Six
FORT THOMAS, Ky.(AP) —
Two men who fled federal custody in Lexington Monday were
arrested today and, charged
with slaying six people, including a Lexington minister
and his twcr chiktrtn, during
their flight across Kentucky.

The two were captured shortly before 2 a.m. EDT et Fort
Thomas, just across the Ohio
River grom Cintinnati, and
were held in the Campbell
County jail at Alexandria.
The pair, identified as NImer Scott, 35, of Chattanooga,

Workers Continue Effort To Rescue Trapped Miner

SULLIVAN, Ky.(A?) Res- morning. "The men are precue workers prepared this paring to resume the search,
morning to begin probing a and it looks as if we may be
Pyro Mining Co. mine to nar- able to cover a greater area
row the search for coal miner than we planned."
been
"After these men come out,
Wife had some kind of social Buford Clayton, who has
affair the other day at the house trapped by fire since Saturday. then we can really begin to deThe sudden blaze cut the 54- termine what direction to
and several small containers of
Dairy Queen were loft over. We year-old miner off from 21 oth- take."
Sullivan said the results of a
looked orwareto enjoying ers in the area, who were
six-inch hole drilled through the
these tasty repasts while quickly rescued.
Searchers from around the overburden to where Clayton is
See Seem Sg Heard,Page 12
West Kentucky coalfields believed to be were encourworked in teams trying to pene- , agingWhen the hole was com(rate the shaft where Clayton
was trapped, but were forced to pleted, he said, "nothing carne
withdraw 1iite Monday when out. It started sucking air in."
methane gas levels rose, This Indicated, he said, that
Fair and it4iolk..- tonight, low presenting the &tater of ea- the „section penetrated .11y the
test hole "may be sealed off
in the upper 50s Wednesday. plosion.
from the rest of the mine."
sunny and warm, high in the
"The level seetns to have
Sullivan said he thought there
mid 8I3s Thursday pertly dropped quite a bit," Mine
was "a good possibility" Clay4Ioudy and mild
Supt. Paul Sullivan said this ton was in the sealed off area.
f •
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Artifact Exhibit
From Museum Still
At Local Church
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PAGE TWO

Miss Sandra Lou Garland,
bride-elect of Terry Eugene
Michael, was honored with a
lovely tea shower held at. the
home of Mrs. Eurie Garland on
Saturday, September 8, from
two to four o'clock in the afternoon.
The hostesses for the
prenuptial event were Mrs.
Eurie Garland and Mrs.
William Champion.
Receiving the guests with the
honoree were her mother, Mrs.
Jaraes E. Garland., her
bridesmaid to be, Miss Sharon
Lockhart, and her flower girl to
be, Miss Tina Boyd.
For the ocnasion the honoree
chose to Wear from her
trousseau a light blue floor
length
poloyester
dress

RUSHING GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Rushing of Murray Route Two
are the parents of a baby girl,
Rita Kay, weighing five pounds
1014 ounces, born on Tuesday,
September 25, at 9:50 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A grandmother is Mrs. Bessie
Dunn of Murray:-

featuring a roll collar, high
empire waistline, and long
tapered sleeves. She was
presented a hostesses' gift
corsage of a white glamellia.
Mrs. Garland wore a pink silk
blouse, accented with ruffles at
the v-neck and at the cuffs and a
length lavender skirt
floor
featuring a wide bottom ruffle,
covered with multi-colored
embroidered flowers which also
accented the waistband. Her
hostesses' gift corsage was of
white baby carnations and:
baby's breath.
The guests were greeted at
the door by Mrs. Eurie Garland
and invited to sign the register.
An arrangement of white shasta
daisies, snapdragons, and
baby's breath decorated the
register table.
Mrs. William Champion
escorted the guests to the
master bedroom,the den and an
additional bedroom where the
many lovely gifts for the brideelect were displayed.
The beautifully appointed tea
table was overlaid with a white
linen cloth, accented with
cutwork, and centered with a
silver and crystal epergne
holding white shasta daisies,
snapdragons, baby's breath,
and flanked by white candles in
matching three branched
candelabra. -Individual finger cakes accented with yellow roses, finger
sandwiches, yellow and green
mints, nuts, and yellow punch
were served to the many friends
who called during the afternoon.
Houston
Donald
Mrs.
presided at the punch bowl and
Mrs. Sherry Boyd served the
cake. Miss Rhonda Garland and
Mrs. Marcus Hayes assisted the
hostesses in entertaining.

PASCHALL G/RL
Rev. and Mrs. Edgar Lee
Paschall of Route One, Paris,
Tenn., announce the birth of a
baby girl, Emilie Lee, weighing
seven pounds seven ounces born
on Monday, SepteMber 24, at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris.
The father is pastor of the
South Side Baptist Church,
McKenzie,Term. They have two
more girls. Laurie Ann, age 6'
,2,
and Audrie Lynn, age 311.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joel Gobel of Mason Hall,
Do It Yourself
Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Densil
To
avoid big repair bills
Paschall of Hazel Route One.
Great grandparents are Mr. around the house, do the reand Mrs. Olen Page of Mason pair work yourself while it's
Hall, Term., and Luther Jones of still a minor job, says Consumer Views.
Murray.

(MURRAY

Open b.45 Start 1.15
Thru WED

DOUBLE HORROR!!!
MACULA'S
OLOOMMOTHER
!TURA THE
EARTFI MAUR.

Ends TO N IT E
"High Plains Drifter" (R)
Oii~totot

Starts TOMORROW!

ATTENDING THE meeting of the World Friendship Club held at the Mama al Mn. Darla Culp,
Merry Canter,
Briensburg, were let to right, back row,Edith Noffsinger, Murray, Virginia
Eun-Young Kim, Korea, Helen Karvounis, Greece, Hildegard Prather, Germany, Viki KoMas,
Greece, Stella Latunde and Ruth Oluokun, Nigeria; seated, Opal Holland, Murray, Tina Olson,
Germany, Mine Coskuner, Turkey, Ola Mae Roberts, Cherry Corner, Grade Holland, Sinking
Spring, Darla Culp, Briensburg, Dina Georgian, Greece, Nancy Culp, Briensburg, Charles Latunde
ibabyl, Nigeria, SacWko Ferguson, Japan, and Ngoc Qui Nguyen, Vietnam. Not pictured is Grade
Erwin of Kirksey. Eun-Young Kim taught the club to make roses from ribbon at the meeting.

Ar and about
Mrs. Danny Pittman
Honored At Baby
Shower Recently
Mrs. Danny (Patsy Falwell)
Pittman was honored with a
baby shower on Friday evening,
September
21,
in
the
educational building of the New
Providence Church of Christ.
The honoree was attired in a
navy pant suit and was
presented a corsage of white
and yellow chrysanthemums
with a miniature baby doll
nestled among the. ribbons.
•Mrs. Terry Shoemaker
greeted the guests and pinned a
paper teddy bear on each guest.
Mrs. James Puckett was
awarded the door prize for
having the lucky teddy bear.
Games were directed by Mn.
. Bobby C. Stubblefield, Mrs.
Terry Housden, and Mrs. Larry
Weatherford with the prizes
being won by Mrs. George
Shoemaker and Mrs. Michael
, Miller.
The honoree opened her many
gifts which had been placed in
an antique baby cradle. She was
; assisted by Mrs. Dudley Burton
and Miss Tracie Housden.
, Cokes, assorted cookies,
brownies, and mints were
served from a table decorated
with yellow chrysanthemums.
Others assisting with the
shower and not previously
mentioned were Mrs. Bobby
Spiceland, Mrs. Bob Miller,
Mrs. Hardeman Miller, and the
Ladies Sunday morning class.
Special guests for the evening
were the prospective grandmothers, Mrs, Otis Falwell and
Mrs. Hubert Pittman.
Fifty-eight persons attended
or sent gifts.
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The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club met at Gleason
Hall Wednesday night. High
Score went to Ron Cella and
his partner, John Adams, 2nd
high, the Max Carmans and
third high, the Wally Swans.
And the last
The home of Mrs. Elwood
The Club has been meeting
*
you ever will
White was the scene of the for a number of years at
*
!*
September meeting of the Paris Gleason Hall at the corner of
*
Road Homemakers Club With Payne and N. 12th. They
*
the vice-president, Mrs. Lucille convene at seven p.m. and the
1*
*
Hart, presiding.
Club is open to anyone who is
*
Mrs. Lucille Groan read the interested in Duplicate Bridge.
*
Add Trim
scripture from Phillippians 4:7- Persons may come singly and
*
*
8. Mrs. Ina Nesbitt read the be paired at the meet or bring
With higher heels and plat*
minutes, gave the treasurer's their own partner, as they wish.
form soles, many at last
*
report, and called the roll with "We are happy for the new
year's pants and *Os fit
*
*
everywhere but in *O. If
members answering with people who have been attending
there's a particular favorite
*
names of leaves. Plans for the and are pleased to see them
*
in the batch, try akin a .
county wide flea market on come so regularly, a club
*
trim
to
the
hemline.
*
spokesman
,
said.
October 5, were announced.
* The main lesson on "Fall
*
Guidelines For Clothing" was
*
*
present by Mrs. Larue
*
Thompson who said the look for
*
fall was big uneasy uncInttered
*
*
clothes.
*
*
*
Mrs. Margaret Roach gave
.
a
the craft lesson on "Place
* .piuli,, JOHN WAYNE .11EATIEC mourat ,
*
loRDILL: UNITED SIAM MARSHAL" oo st,,,,,4GARY GRIMES
Mats." A work day for this craft
irwill be held later.
:anau mum — GEORGE KENNEDY..,....PG'„fr.,"Jt1:
The recreational period was
*
directed by Mrs. Laveda
CINEMA 2 * Ends WEDNESDAY 1—
:
CAN
ONE
MAN
FALSELY
ACCUSED
Brandon with Mrs. Larue
*
Thompson being the recipient
lt*
i*
All the love
of the game prize.
*
*
Other members present, not
STAND ALL THE TORTURE ...
and all the laughter
-*-IF
previously mentioned, were
of the Broadway hit!
**
Mesdames Alice Steely, Blame
*1
AND STILL NOT CONFESS TO CRIMES
White, Della Taylor, Barbara
* xe
White, Ola McIntosh, Naomi
**
**
Barrett, Mavis Gibbs, Amy
**
HE DID NOT COMMIT? ...
Wilson, Reble Steely, Linda
*:
Blakely, Mary Alice Gee, and
Virginia Duke.
A FRAPAKOVICHPROCUCTION
ONLY TO BE BURNED AT THE STAKE!
i ilt
Two visitors present were
Mrs. Charles Grogan and Mrs.
Hugh White.
The next meeting will be held
1
Tuesday, October 9, at one p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Kenton
White.

The STANLEY KRIFAIER ProdIA-004

Queenie

Starts TOMORROW!

Thoae named to help withibil
county wide bake sale and flea
market on Friday, October 5, at
the American Legion Hall were
Mesdames Joe Williford, Bun
Wilkerson, Clifton Lee Jones,
Bill Wrather, James Dixon,
Howard Wendt, and Alfred
Taylor.
Annual day will be held October 2.3, at Murray State
University.
Landscape notes were read
by Mrs. Bobby Armstrong.
A lesson on issues and concerns, "Likes and Dislikes On
TV," was given by Mrs.
Crawford Armstrong, who said
this was something each one
should all be concerned about.
Mrs. Joe Williford gave the
clothing guidepost lesson and
said the "big" look is new for
fall.
Mrs. Bill Wrather and Mrs.
Clifton Jones explained dome
decoupage handicraft. Another
member present was Mrs. Amie
Lewis. Mrs. Lil Shuberg
became a new member.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Wilkerson.
The next meeting will be held
October 10, at one p.m. with
Mrs. Clifton Lee Jones.

I FILER & TIMES

MIND-BLOW1NG SUSPENSE!"

THEATRE-

TUESDAY-OCTOBER 2, 1t73

Harris Grove Club
Meets In Home
:
*
Of Mrs. Wilkerson
'It
*
Grove *
Harris
The
*
Homemakers Club had its first *
CINEMA 1 * Ends WEDNESDAY 4...
meeting of the new club year on *
*
a Wednesday afternoon in
*
September at the home of Mrs. * INGMAR BERGMAN'S
'4
*
Bun Wilkerson.
*
*
*
Nance,
Mrs.
Eugene
*
*
president, presided and the *
*
devotion from Phillipplans 4:7-8 *
-**
was read by Mrs. Don Osmus. *
*
*
Mrs. James Dixon called the *
*
roll with members answering- *
*
with the name of a leaf.

Miss Sandra Loil Garland Is Honored At
Lovely Tea Shower At The Garland Home

in
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GEORGE C.SCOTT
FAYE DUNAWAY
JOHN MILLS
JACIMPALANCE

GRANDIER (OLIVER REED),!!
The XI Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held its
regular meeting on Thursday
September 20, at the Ellis
Community Center.
The highlight of the meeting
was a program entitled "Latest
Developments in Arthritis"
presented by lid's. Gerry
Requarth and Mn. Frei
Gardner.
• •
Guest speakifi.
evening were Bill Lesbolf and
Dr Frank Lehn who explained
the different types of arthritis
and the characteristics of each.
The program was open to the
public.
Members present were
Mesdames Tommy Brown,
Charles
Chilcutt,
John
Emerson, Richard Ford, Fred
Gardner, Joe Ginn, Jackie
Jones, Charles Lowery, Donny
Lyons, Mike Morgan, John
Paulk, Gerry Requarth, Frank
Robinson„ W.H. Williams and
Danny Workman.

"THE DEVILS", IN PANAVISION.
ALSO STARRING VANESSA REDGRAVE,

*
*
*
*
*
*

AND DUDLEY SIMON.

If you are lookmg
for a pornographic film,
then this picture is not for you!
If you cannot stand the truth,

Bake the Bacon
When preparing a quantity
of,bacon for a large gathering
at-the breakfast, brunch,
1131Ich or dinner table, do it an
easy way—in the oven. Just
separate bacon slices and pia.
.
ce
on jelly roll pan. Bake in hot
oven (400'F.) 10 minutes.
Carefully pour off drippings.
Return to oven and bake 2 to
5 arn mutes longer.

this picture is not for you!

Rated

A ,because it is true!

* *
*

•

*

******************t

,-.HENRY MANCINI •
ty, HAL DAM *
,
SI,NLEY KRAMER
I Memy Manta,, S FOus.c from the Eorti Atiolatte on RCA RocorOt I
PANAVISFON • imaid
4.1

*
*
*
*
*****
*
*
*
*
**
!tA
*
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•
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Foy-Gill Vows To Be Read

**111

Down the

)onf I

arden Path

DAD"r
The
Progressive
Homemakers club met in the
home of Mrs. Betty Hassell for
the regular monthly meeting.

—

PC

The meeting was called to
order by the president, Mrs.
Judy Nall, who introduced Mrs.
L.E. Fisk, who gave a Vire
interesting demonstration on
"ways to dry and arrange
flowers."
The devotion was given by
Mrs. Jean,Jecherson. Eighteen
members were preeent.
Committees for the new year
were appointed. Committees
reporting were Foods by Ruth
Ann Outland and Issues and
Concerns by Mrs. Ruth Doughday.

•
*'

By Abigail Van Buren

%%
NV * •
▪ 4
1.*:

nes

DEAR ABBY: A woman wrote that a member of her
family had been consistently stealing money out of her
purse—fives, tens, twenties—but she had no way of knowing
for sure who the guilty party was. You suggested that she
keep her purse locked up.
I have a better idea, which I used when we had that
problem in our house. I got some gentian violet crystals
from a pharmacist. It's an invisible powder which when
sprinkled on an object will leave dark purple stains on the
hands of .anyone who touches that object. The stains:are
impossible to wash off—they must wear off.
I carefully dusted some money with this powder. The
next day the money was gone--but the culprit showed up
with purple hands! If you use this letter, please omit my
name The thief in our house has learned his lesson.
SHERLOCK

*-

.

DEAR SHERLOCK• Thanks for the suggestion, but to
Miss Patricia Fay
catch a thief puur'ded. one needs the cooperation of a
Phydriese iseeesuleiNn advised that a prescription is reMr. and Mrs. -Cleveland Toy a Leek Grine -inflame the
quired Is 'its's gentian violet crystals.
engagement and approaching marriage of their oldest daughter,
se •
Patricia, to Harry Gill of Murray.
DEAR ABBY: I have this favorite Aunt Edna Wile lives
Miss Foy is a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High School.
out of town. Last Christmas she sent me a lovely personal
She is presently attending Murray State University and is emgift, but she didn't send my husband Al anything. She is not
ployed at Perkins Pancake House in Murray.
an ignorant woman, so I can't understand her actions.
The groom-elect is employed at Emerson's Electric, Paris,
Al is very fond of her, and I knew he'd be hurt if he.-J- Tenn.
knew she forgot him, so I bought him a very expensive tie,
The couple will be married on Wednesday, November 21, at
had it gift-wrapped, and told him it was from Aunt Edna.
three o'clock in the afternoon at toe Calvary Temple Pentecostal
I write all the thank-you notes, so Al assumed I
Church. All friends and relatives are invited to attend both the.
thanked Aunt Edna for the tie.
weddingand the reception.
The few times during the year we saw Aunt Edna I
was scared to death Al would say something about the
"beautiful tie" she sent him, and she wouldn't know what
he was talking about.
I don't went her to forget Al again this Christmee, but I
haven't the nerve to tell her. Please help me.
Wednesday, October 2
Tuesday, October 2
DREADING CHRISTMAS
Blankenship and Cordell&
A PTA Open House will be
DEAR DREAD:r: Come right set asd tell Aunt Edna
held at the Murray State Erwin Circles of the South
bow you covered I her last Chehltailli, MA ask her please
Grove
United
University School between Pleasant
to remember Al ties year because he Is Is Nail if her he'd
Methodist Church will have a'
seven and 8:30 p.m.
be hurt it he knew/ die forget him.••--joint meeting at the church at
The Delta Department of the seven p.m.
DEAR ABBY I am 7e years old and have been a
Murray Woman's Club will
widow since the age'
AI I raised 5 children and 12
Faxon Mothers Club will meet
meet at the club house at 6:30
grandchildren, and what a thankless job I had.
at the school at 1:45 p.m.
p.m.
with
Mayor
Dolly
Paducah
My biggest problem is loneliness. But the reason for
- McNutt as speaker. Mrs. Henry
iv loneliness is the fact that I am poor. Young people
Bicycle Interest Group of
Warren is program chairman.
today don't want us older folks around unless we are well
MSU Women's Society will
tied and can do for them.
meet with Shirley Grasty, 1520
I have a sister who married well. She is two years
Murray TOPS Club will meet Oxford in Canterbury Estates at
older than I am,
has'never known a lonely hour.
at the Health Center at seven 10:30 a.m.
-9 Her children and grandeheemse-floek amend her like bees.
p.m. . She is always handing of* money and prevents, and they
treat her like she is some kind of queen.
Murray Assembly No. 19
I have nothing to give, so I am ignored. I am not
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
helpless yet, and God forbid I ever should be. because I'd
Baptist Young Women and
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
be dumped into a state home and forgotten. Money is
Baptist Women of
seven p.m.
Cherry
power
POWERLESS
Corner Church will meet at the
Church History Series at St.
CONFIDENTIAL To S.S. IN THE BUCKEYE STATE:
elierch at 7:30 p.m.
Leon's Catholic Church by Fr.
Islet it straege that so many people will spend hours each
Richard Danhauer will be at.
Spring Creek Baptist Church
week hi physical exercise to keep their bodies "111”—bet
7:30 p.m. in Gleason Hall.
missions groups will meet at the
they sever give a thought to keeping their chweeters_
church at 7:30 p.m.
strong and healthy!
MSU ROTC Cadet Wives and
Per Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agnes Waist to
Fianeees will meet in the home
Church
Flint
Baptist
of Captain Ivan Frye, Doran Women and Baptist Young
flaw," seed $I to Abigail Van Byres, 132 Lasky Dr., BevRoad.
erly 11111s. CaL W212.
Women will have meetings at
the church at seven p.m.
The United Methodist Women
Night bicycle interest group
of the Hazel Church will have a
of
MSU Women's Society will
general meeting at seven p.m.
Mrs. Geneivieve
In the church sanctuary with meet with
Adams, 1727 Keenland, at 4:30
Mrs.
Robert
Taylor in charge of
stripping
any item brought in for/
p.m.
the program.
during opening week -/
Thursday, October 4
The First United Methodist
Spring Creek Baptist Young
Church Women will meet at the Women will meet at the church
Off
church at 7:30 p.m. The at 7:30 p.m.
executive board will meet that
Murray-Calloway County
morning at ten a.m, at the home
Jaycettes will meet with Mrs.
of Mrs. James A. Fisher, Sr.
June Yurcus at 7:30 p.m.
The Kappa Department of the
tervic
Murray Woman's Club will
have a workshop at the
• No Dipping
"Haunted House" location, 16th
• Hand Stripped Process
and Main, at seven p.m.
Members are requested to wear
Veneers
or
• No Harm to Glue
workable clothing.
• Minimum of Raised Grain

This Week Only! ./

15%

Sept. 29:Oct 6

Furniture-Stripping

- 5„Miles West of Murray on Hwy. 94
Dan McDaniel-Owner
753-7499
—
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By Mrs. W. P. WILLIAMS

One of the fascinating things
about this part of the country is
the changing of the seasons. As I
look out my window, I see the
lushness of summer is still with
us, bet there is also a definite
reminder of colder weather in
the days ahead.
As I look out I see the dark
green of the trees but here and
there I can see some yellow
leaves. I can see one dogwood
with the upper part of the tree
already turning red and the red
seed pods are stalling in their
bright color. They will feed
The club agreed to participate many a bird as long as they last,
in the Flea Market to be held by for the birds love them.
I notice a sprinkling of leaves
all county Homemakers with
each club member donating across the yard,especially under
the maples, many of these
articles needed.
are definitely yellow, reminding
A very interesting lesson was us of another chore for next
given by Mrs Marie Forrester month,that of raking them up_ tn
on "Dome Decoupage," with a the compost pit.
_
The dew was so heavy this
work night to be set at our next
morning it looked almost like
meeting.
frost in the early morning
Mrs. Betty Hassell gave "The
Look in Fall Fashions, stating sunlight. And the squirrels are
that hunter green, bur,gendy, scampering about with added
gray and camel will be the activity as if looking for a
promising place to ride their
colors for fall.
acorns, as soon as they fall.
Refreshments were served by There seem to be a fine crop of
the hostess and co hostess, Mrs. acorns for this fall so the
squirrels should have plenty to
Janet Robinson, to the following
store away kr winter use.
members present: Mesdames
Two white ducks make a
Cathy Allen, Jane Blair, Linda lovely, scene
as. key -moved
Cooper, Bernice Crawtord, - across the lake
so serenely. A
Marie lizard
Daughday,
Ruth
wiggles across the
Forrester, Marilyn Herndon, sidewalk, moving a little more
Glenda Hill, Judy Nall, Shirely,.., slowly this cool morning.
Morton, Ruth Ann Outlane,
There is a feeling in the crisp
Jean air as if we are ready to settle
Norma Paschall,
Richerson, Barbara Rose, down a little from the rush of
Sophie 'Sagrera, and Glenda summer into a steadier gait.
So many plants have taken on
a fresh spate of blossoms now
that the coolness had relieved
them of the intense heat of last
month.
VISITING HERE
The Bamboo is luxuriant in its
Mrs. Mary Sue Hughes, of
Ashton, West Va., is visiting her fiery red sprays and the Hollies
parents, Mr. and Mrs, VLJ, are full of green berries showing
-ef- more beauty later
Garland of Kirksey Route
her brother and family, Mr. and
The golden rod has passed its
Mrs. Fred M. Garland of
prime and many of the wild
Kirksey and her sister, Mrs.
flowers of summer have gone.
Charlotte Allbritten of 522 But
the earth is so lavish with
Shady Lane, Murray. She will her bounty, that we can still find
return home on October 5 by flowers in the woods until frost.
airplane.
Another evidence of the

the
changing seasons is
luxuriant growth
of that
noxious plant, the ragweed, as
we notice the many sneezes that
are making life miserable. But
they too will yield to Jack Frost
before too many days have gone
by arid we will begin to look back
with nostalgia to the warm days
of summer.
This is the change of the
seasons. This the time of the.
year that folks of the frozen
north or of Florida never see.
That is why I often say this is the
finest part of the country. We
get to enjoy each season as it
comes and look forward with
next,
anticipation to the
knowing -each one is so
beautiful.

The United Methodist Women
of the Good Shephard Church
met Tuesday, September 18, at
two p.m. at the church for the
regular meeting with Mrs. Olia-Lassiter opening with prayer/
and concluding with The Lord's
Prayer.
Woods,
Mrs.
Maggie
president, conducted ., the
business session. Mrs. Libby
Mahan, treasurer, said she had
made the fioal payment on the
pledges. Announcements were
made -oil:he annual meeting at
Lanibuth College on September
29, and officers training day at
Calvary Church, Paris, Tenn.,
on November 18,
The program on -An Inspired
Church" was led by Mrs.
Dorothy Dunn who said the
purpose was "to lift up concern,
attitude,'values, and activities
legal unit, similar to their
own or quite different.
"Must Jesus Bear The Cross
Alone" was the opening song by
the group with Mrs. Reba Miller
reading the scripture and
leading in prayer.
Also taking part in the
program were Mrs. Lois Marsh,
Mrs. Ruth Wilson, Mrs: Mildred
Smith, and Mrs. Emma Knight.

Rusty Russell was the guest
speaker at the meeting of the
Lynn Grove United Methodist
The hostess, Mrs. Libby
Women held on Friday, Sep- Mahan, served cake and coffee
tember 14, at two p.m. at the during the social hour.
Mrs. Alice Knight and Mrs.
• church sanctuary
"Mr. Russell spoke „en Mildred Smith announced plans
"Christians and The Power of -for the bath study on OetOber----The Holy Spirit." He was in- 16. The meeting will be held,-.at
the,,,
Colonial
Ugua,tT
troduced by Rev. Bill Hart
Smorgasbord at 12:30 p.m. with
Mrs. Max Hill presented the
Mrs. Audie Green and Mrs.
program, "Can Christians
Reba Miller as hostesses.
Disagree?" She sang "I'll Tell
The World." The feature story
was ready by Mrs. Jess Story
Skin tip that may come in
and Mrs. Mahlon Derrington
handy
to consumers is that it
followed with "An Obligistion to
is not necessary to remove
Doubt." Help from 04 Scripchicken skin for low fat or low
ture was presented by Mrs. calorie dieting unless an exBrian Eaker.
tremely low fat content is desired! Chicken skin contains
The ininutes and roll call
about 17.1 grams of fat per
were given by Mrs. Max Hill.
100 grams raw. Compare that
Mrs. Joel Crawford read the
with 26.7 grams of fat for 100
treasurer's report due to the
grams of raw beef sirloin.
Chicken skin has rich flavor,
illness of Mrs. Norman Lee,
so enjoy it. It also helps to
club treasurer.
keep the chicken tender and
Mrs. Mahlon Derrington
juicy while it is cooking.
presided over the business
meeting. A bulletin board for
the church foyer was shown by
Remember to add a little
Mrs. 011ie Cooper.
warm liquid to slightly beaten
The meeting was closed with
egg before combining the egg
Prayer.
with a hot liquid or mixture.

.Save flavor

Egg trick

Wiggins Furniture

FALL FESTIVAL

FREE Gifts for the Ladies!
Balloons for the Kids!
Under the Big Tent you will find all kinds
of close out furniture—BEDDING-TABLESLAM PS - WASHERS - DRYERS- RANGES—Lots
- of-odds and ends, damaged and used items.

Everything under the EXTRA,
Big Tent Must
10% off
Sale Price
- Be Sold!!
of FURNITURE
& BEDDING
inside store-during
Tent Sale

WIGGINS
FURNITURE
21
/
2

Miles North of Murray on Hwy. 641

Sale Starts Thursday Morning!!
CLOSE
OUT,
SPECIALS

A Full Line Family of Quality Appliances

FREE DELIVERY!

WIGGINS
and APPLIANCE

FURNITURE
-

_ 21
/
2 Miles North of Murray, Hwy. 641

7-ewe-a
•
• •
•
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Editorial
e

GUEST EDITORIALS

ALONE IN REACHINa ABOVE THE SMOG.

13ecatise-We Believe
Newspapermen
lot lately.

hove been up to a

They have been digging busily into
the Watergate affoir and probing
police performance in New York City,
looking into the financial details of
Boys Town out in Nebraska and checking the purity of the municipal water
supply down in Miami. And a number
of them have been going to jail.
Oh, you know about that? About
Watergate and The Washington Post's
Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein?
Sure, a notable piece of reportage
they did, and the Pulitzer Prize board
agreed.
Journalism is proud of them, as it is
always proud of hard-working, unafraid reporters and editors who dare
to peel the wraps off a difficult story.
But the "big story" is just part of the
story of America's newspapers and he
people who devote their lives to the
public interest these days.
Prizes and honors please newspaper
people as much as anyone else. They
highlight the journalistic homer un,
reword extra effort and recognize exceptional performaace and professional competence.

the prize for feature photography went
to Brian Lanker out in Topeka, Kans.?

-youR
sEwsPAPER

The point is that in almost every
corner of America dedicated men and
women, working on papers ranging in
size from the Nashville, Indiana,
Brown County Democrat to the power-

Good Tutor

FACTs
tar••••••••••••••••••-,_•ir

9

Cure-Ail, For Sure

Jj!Jh

From the printer who volunteers his
time to coach a Little League team to
the advertising solicitor who gives one
evening a week to advising a Junior

4111

The Healtthnsurance News says serious
claims
have been made that garlic in good-sized
dosages is
good for flu, a cold in the head, as a
preventive
against mosquito bites, and a safeguard against
high
blood pressure.
Hints for the healthiest hermit in town, huh?
—
Chattanooga (Tenn.) Times.

Achievement company, from the publisher who rejects the ease of the popular view to buck a controversial editorial stand to the reporter who pirtmois

personal freedom on the line to protect
his sources, newspaper people participate—personally as well as professionally—in the community life that is the
bedrock of America's strength.

Anti-Men Syndrome

And very few of them do it for the
occasional prizes; indeed, we're more
accustomed to brickbats.
We do it because we believe. We
believe in the Constitution and the
First Amendment and "freedom of the
press." We believe that freedom of the

,evggrioiF

'-•1••;,

peso is

not our freedom but your freedom, and if we lose it none of us will
be free for long.

But we do it also because we believe
that professional commitment alone is
not enough. For America's newspapers,
large and small, and for America's

did you notice that the Pulitzer for
editorial writing went to the tiny Berkshire Eagle in Pittsfield, Moss., or that

thousands of newspaper people, ours is
a personal commitment of both work
and service.

Maybe one reason experience is Such a good
teacher is because there are not many ways to drop
out of the school of hard knocks. — Asheville (NC.)
Citizen-Times

Fran

ful Chicago Tribune, labor earnestly
for their communities and in a variety
of ways.

But, as we said, they only tell part of
the whole story. While Bernstein and
Woodward of the Big Washington Post
were winning a Pulitzer for reporting,

*1
0
1
APAPOIXO
UW.

Notable Quote—Gloria Steinem, speaking at the
University of Georgia recently about the women's
liberation movement, declared: "We must come to
understand that we owe a debt of gratitude to lesbian
women. They have been at the forefront of the
movement....And if we continue to allow them to be
victimized, then tomorrow men will turn on all
promiscuous women, then all bad mothers, /tient
they will get us all...." — Nashville (Tenn.) Banner

Funny, Funny World
INTERNATIONAL

•

--A71-AP News Analysis

Gentarlos. P. Rumulo,foreign minister of the Philippines, who
helped write the UN Charter and Declaration of Human Rights,is
back in town, lucky to have survived a recent automobile accident. The 73-year-old former aide to Gen. MacArthur and
Pulitzer Prize winner explained the secret of his longevity:
"Whenever the Lord calls the roll and comet ta may name, I
simply answer, 'Absent.— ( Leonard Lyons)
.
Peruvians in Lima a taxicab with a loud and persistent hiss if
the rates get any higher, New Yorkers may be doing the same.

Agnew Scandal Will Certainly
Mark 1976 Presidential Race
R. MEARS
AP Political Writer
W ASHINGTON -( AP) —
Whatever happens in the case
of Vice President Spiro T. Agnew, the imprint of accusations
and scandal will mark indelibly
the presidential politics of 1976.
And, barring a political miracle, what has happened already will mark Agnew out of
that campaign.
Two months ago, Agnew was
rated an almost certain candidate and likely top contender
for the Republican nomination
to succeed President Nixon.
Now, accused of involvement
in political graft in Maryland,
the vice president is battling to
.clear himself and survive in the
By WALTER

job he holds. Agnew denies
wrongdoing, and says he is confident of ultimate vindication.
But the presumption of innocence usually doesn't work in
politics. Suspicion is enough to
undo a candidate.
In a political environment.-tready clouded by the Watergate
scandal, both Republicans and
Democrats are likely to say that
they have an image of absolute
integrity untarnished by sua
suspicion.

Such a political atmosphere
could create a problem for Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy, who leads

in the early Democratic polls
despite the lingering memory
of Chappaquiddick.
It is ironic that earlier this
year, Agnew himself was regarded as a Republican likely
to find advantages in a future
campaign marked by the issue
of political integrity.

When the White House was
besieged by the disclosures of
political wrongdoing and coverCandidates for the nomi- up in the Watergate scandal,
nations may well try to outdo ,Agnew was untouched.
each other in presenting themNow, accusations of personal
selves as men free of possible
wrongdoing
against Agnew are
challenge or suspicion.
to be presented to a federal
grand jury. Agnew associates
accuse White House officials of
tryng to force the vice president to resign.

Ten Years Ago Today

Officers Commended
For Responsible Action
Dear Editor:
On September 22, 1973, at
approximately 11:50 p.m. the
burglar alarm at Uncre Jeff's
Discount Store was tripped. The
the Murray Police Department
responOed Instantly, and upon
arriving at the scene they expertly deployed themselves at
Uncle Jeff's.
Upon
preliminary
investigation they discovered a
hole in the west side of the
building, at which time an
armed guard was placed outside the hole to stop whoever
was inside from escaping:
Upon entering the building, the
officers found a sleeping bag
full or our shotguns and several
pistols grouped on top of the gun
case. It was also determined
that that two loaded .38 pistols
were missing.
The officers then knew they
were searching for,.at least two
armed persons, who at anytime,
from their hiding places, could
kill two or more officers before
being killed themselves.
After approximately twenty
minutes of searching the store
and warehouse,Sgt. Kelly found
two men lying on the floor
behind some showcases, wilh.
leaded guns on a shelf within
easy reach. At this critical point
in time, Sgt. Kelly displayed
expertise as a police officer. He
gave orders to the two men
which were very explicit. The

War.
readers
write

20 Years Ago Today

County Judge R. Hall Hood, age 61, died suddenly
last night at his home on Olive Boulevard. Another
death reported was Mrs. John Larnpkins, age 76.
Harry Sparks spoke yesterday to the Murray
Rotary Club on the proposed amendment to the
constitution which would provide for a more
equitable distribution of school funds to the counties.
"New four way stop at South 12th and Poplar
Streets. Don't forget to stop," from the column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray."
Mr. and Mrs. Davy Hopkins announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter. Mary Alice, to Kenneth Wayne Smith,
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Simmons.

I would like to commend the
following police officers for a
job well done: Capt. Witherspoon, Sgt. Kelly, Patrolmen
Dix, Roberts, Blackford and
Lamb.

Our christian service is hindered when we worry
who gets the credit. In heaven's household humility
is an indespensable virtue.

Isn't It The Truth!

Leopold Stokowski was conducting the Philadelphia Orchestra
in the Leonore Overture No. 3(the one containing the famous offstage trumpet call). Both times the off-stage call didn't sound on
cue. As soon as the performance ended Stokowski rushed into the
wings ready to give the delinquent trumpet player a tonguelashing. When he found the fellow struggling in the arms of a
burly watchmen . "I tell you, you can't blow that damn thing in
here," the watchman was saying. "There's a concert going on."
An advertisement in a Farifield, !woe shopper newspaper offered a musical instrument for sale, listing a telephone number
but no rum*. The ad said: "Husband's $200 clarinet for sale for a
lot less. I a man answers, hanp up,"
Auckland, New Zealnad—Volunteer bands have given way to
recorded music at cruise ship departures because of truculent
passengers. One bandsman was struck on the head by a
milkshake thrown from a liner. Others were spat on, struck by
empty beer cans and hit with air-rifle pellets. (New Zealand
Herald
A wealthy rock and roll singer was being fitted for a suit. "Do
you want a vent in the back?" "Listen, when you got my kind of
money...you don't need a vent.. Put in air conditioning."

and
the-0MS the
AN EXPLOSIVE MOTION PICTUReli

their

Many Americans Believe Price
Rises Not Matched By Wages

For whosoever exalted himself shall be
and he that humbleth himself shall be
exalted.—
Luke 14:11.

THE LEDGER & TIMES

by Carl Riblet Jr.
A proverb says that it is better to be an old man's
darling than a young man's Slave, but the trouble
with that idea is that a wedding is much like a lot- tery without freedom from worry after the players
have won or lost
"Marriage is reaching into a
bag of onions in hopes of

person.

A

45.

to take anything from any ofMen had no doubts as to what
ficer not at the scene, or off
they were supposed to do.
duty, as I am sure they would
Sgt. Kelly's action at this time have responded
in the same
resulted in the capture of the situation
as well.
two men without gunfire and
I commend the Murray Police
possible death.
Department in its entirety. The
I would like to commend Sgt. continued action by the Murray
Kelly very highly for his action Police Department as described
in this instance.
above may be a deterrent to
These six police officers on theives, robbers and shoplifters
that night, did not do what they and case them to make a wide
did for they paycheck they circle and bypass Murray.
G. Russell Dowdy
receive. Their reaction to the
P.O. Box. 421
situation was one of devotion to
Marray, Kentucky.
duty and responsibility to the
community

Bible Theuthf Tbryciiks

grabbing a candy."
—Proverb

MUSIC

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT
AND
CIRCULATION: Date of filing Oc
tober
1,
1973.
President Nixon urged TuesTitle of Publication,
Ledger and Times. Murray
day that Agnew be accorded
Newspapers, Inc Frequency of
the presumption of innocence
issue, daily except Sunday.
Location of known office of
that is the right of every citipublication, 103 North Fourth
zen, He said the vice president
Street, Murray, Calloway County,
has served wilt dedication and
Capt. Witherspoon and Sgt. Ky , 42071 Location of the
headquarters of general business
distinction in that office.
Kelly performed their duties as offices
of the publisher, 103 North
the well-trained and seasoned Fourth Street, Murray. Calloway
Already, some of the men
police officer they are. County, Ky , 42071. Names and
likely to be candidates for the
addresses of publisher, and
Patrolmen
Dix, Blackford, managing editor, Walter L. Ap
White House in 1976 are making
Roberts and Lamb, I assume, person, Murray, Kentucky, news
their Initial moves, exploring
Gene
McCutcheon.
are new additions to the police editor,
their prospects and potential
Murray, Kentucky Owner (if
department
but on the night of owned by a corporation, its name
support.
September 22, 1973, their and address must be stated and
also immediately thereunder
Agnew's campaign now is for
reaction to the call of duty and names and addresses the
of
vindication. In another time,
stockholders
owning or holding 1
performance was that of
and under other circumstances,
percent Or more of total amount of
seasoned veterans. All of the stock.. If not owned by
a corthere might have been an Agofficers were splendid in every poration, the names and ad
new campaign treasury. Indresses of the individual owners
way.
must be given If owned by a
stead, there is a newly anI would like to state at this partnership
or other
uninnounced legal defense fund for
point by commending the above corporated firm. its name and
the vice president.
address, as well as that of each
officers by name, I do not wish individual must be given.)
Ledger
and Times, Murray Newspapers,
Inc , 103 North 4th St., Murray,
Kentucky_ Walter L. Apperson,
Murray, Ky. 42071: Ray Edwards,
P.O. Box 709, AAaytield, Ky 42066;
James D. Lancaster, an walnut
st., Gadsden, Ala 35902. Known'
bondholders, mortgages, and
other security holders owning or
holding 1 percent or more of total
amount of bonds, mortgages or
other securities (If there are
-bone, so state) NONE. Total NO.
NEW YORK (AP) — If you
fish has risen 40 per Cent in two ing, housing, fuel oil
and home. copies printed fnetpress run),
feel rises in consumer prices years.
repair items.
average No copies each issue
are even more severe than induring preceding 12 months, 6.775,
Such enormous increases
Single issue nearest to filing date,
dicated by the 22.8 per cent an- make others seem insignificant.
The big increases in the 7,500
-litigfali of increase in August, ,lisR any Tncreese in an essenPaid circulation Sales throuph
prices of services were attribut- dealers
.you have company.
and carriers, street
tial will have a greater impact
higher
home mortgage in- vendors and counter sales
You also have reasons to so than increases in other areas, ed to
average
No Copies each issue
terest rates. Insurance and fisuch as recreation.
during preceding 12 months.
abase& believe:
nance charges jumped 14.4 per 3,558; Single issue nearest
to filing
I. Paychecks aren't keeping
Aside from food, the biggest
date, 3,736. Mail subscriptions,
pace with rising prices. During contributors to the rising cost cent on an annual basis, and average
No
copies
each
issue
much of this extended bout of living in August were cloth- rents rose more than seven per during preceding 1? months, 3,178
cent.
Single
issue
nearest to filing
with inflation, workers were
date, 3.572. Total paid circulation.
able to maintain parity with
average No copies each issue
during preceding 12 mOnths, 6,686
rising prices. In July, buying
Single issue nearest
power rose 1.1 per cent, mainly
to filing date, 7.308
Free distribution (including
because of the freeze on prices.
sample)
by mail, carrier or other
PUBLISHED
BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.,
But in August, buying power
means, average No copies each
Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753-1916.
plunged. The relativeo,strength
issue during preceding 12 months,
Walter L Apperson, President and Publisher
64, Single issue nearest to filing
of factory wages dropped 1.9
date, 60
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production
Total distribution
Manager
per cent from July, meaning
average No copies each issue
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising.
Letters to the Editor.
during
paychecks averaged $2.02 less
preceding
12 months,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion,
are not for the best in6,750; Single issue nearest to4iling
than a year earlier.
terest of Our readers.
date.
7,368.
National Representatives: Wallace vvitmee CO., 1509
2. The increases are concenMadison Ave.,
Office use. left over, unac
Memphis, Tn . Time 8. Life Bldg., New York, N.Y;
Stephenson Bldg.,
counted, 'Spoiled after printing,
trated in areas of the budget
Detroit, Mich
Average
No. copies.
,
issue
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray: 5.35
where cutbacks are difficult —
per week, S1.52 per
during preceding 12 months, 25;
month, 518.70 per year By mail in Calloway
and
adjoining
in food, clothing and shelter.
cOunties, • Single issue nearest to filing date,
$10.00 per year, other
destinations, $23.00 per year. All mail Sub
132. Total:, average No copies
scriptions plus 5 percent state tax
The biggest increases have
. can isSue, duriog flfeceding
Sateresatail y ac
Pest Office, filltirray: kentikley tar
been - in ibod prices,- with the
months, 6,775'. Single issue .
- iss
trensrn
' ion
as Second Class Matter
titarest to filing date, 7,500.
August increase amounting 'to
I certify 'that the statements
The Outstanding Civic Asset al a ComMenity
6.1 per cent Counting August,
made by mi.' above are cClertlet...
is the Intotrity of its Newspaper
the price of meat, poultry and
AM complete. Walter. L. Ap-

The voters of the Murray School District rejected
a proposed school tax yesterday by a vote of 1406 to
754.
W.B.(Wes) Lipford, age 79, died yesterday at his
home on Murray Route Two.
Dr. C.S. Lowry, head of the social sciences
department, Murray State College, spoke on "The
President's Tax Cut Plan" at the meeting of the
Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club.
Red potatoes are advertised as ten pounds for 39
cents in the ad for Jim Adams IGA this week.
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...bares the raw needs
at the core of drug
addictiont racial hatred
and violence.NEVER has
a film been more timely.
starring
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JACKIE GIR UX • DINO DeFILIPPI • JO-ANN ROBINSON

Screenplay by DON MURRAYsne JAMES
BONNET
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Deemed le; DON MURRAY.Produced by DICK
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OCTOBER 3, 1973
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find _
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
What you seek may not be
available NOW, but earnest
trying will bring eventual
reward. You can act effectively
when you have the will.
TAURUS
( Apr.
/*LP) _
conjuring up imaginary
obstacles may be day's
drawback. This could result in
mental blocks. Look on the
bright facets; stress optimism.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
Mercury continues favorable;
encourages any number of
activities, including new enterprises you may be planning
to launch. Sound out the competition.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Follow your instincts now.
'Inspiration should be at a peak
and could disclose heartening
new vistas which will open to
you shortly.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Tip-top results indicated in
current projects. You may be on
delicate ground in some areas,
but no dilemma exists without
its solution. Search!
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
A note of extra activity here.
Also a hint of disturbance.where
it could, SHOULD be avoided.
Determine to keep order, to
maintain balance and friendly
relationships.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
A fine day for artistic,
literary and social interests. In
all things, capitalize on your
finesse. Romance favored, too.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov) rkeltP
Excellent aSpeCts encourage
clever activity, but don't set up
hazards for yourself through
impulsiveness, • superfluous
moves, unfruitful undertakings.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
The discerning Sagittarian
should find this period entertaining and instructive. Be
ready for new beginnings,
sharpened incentive.
CAPRICORN
;Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) id
A new goal in mind? Stop to
ascertain first What is really
required, then note HOW to
achieve it. Consult with other
good heads.

MENS
CORDUROY

28- Piece

Bake 'n Serve
Ensemble
Includes 2 qt. round casserole with
*r,1% qt. round casserole with
cover, .1 at. oval casserole with
cover, 11
/
4 qt loaf pan, 11
/
2 qt. utility
dish, 8" square cake dish, six 10 oz.
stacking mugs, six 5 oz. stacking
custard cups with plastic lids, 8 oz.
measuring cup. Oven proof, dishwasher safe. Ideal for baking,
_ aerviag,refrigerating.

100% cotton_ ccOduroy'
bush • jacket with flap
and
button
pockets,
fully belted. Sizes S to
XL in brown, -brahze or
blue, -

YOU BORN TODAY are
with a lively
endowed
imagination, a fine intellect and
versatility—especially
great
along creative lines. You also
have the ability to turn ordinary
circumstances int; golden
opportunitieg.for gain. You can
goit alone or join amicably with
others, and you like working
with those who do things
brightly, concisely and with
little fuss. You can rise with so
little fanfare yourself that you
often surprise others with your
abilities. You are highly objective in your thinking ansl
essentially view all things
dispasaienately _ and
unemotionally. This fact
sometimes gives others the
impression that you are -cold"
but, actually, you are a warm
person—simply aiming for
accuracy and perfection. Birthdate of: George Bancroft,
Amer. historian; Gore Vidal,
author, playwright.

NOW IT'S LEGAL
TO PLAY IT SAFE
BRUSSELS ( AP) — Belgium
has legalized contraceptives for
the first time in its history, but
they may be obtained only on a
doctor's prescription.
T.ews- dating'"beCk to 1906
made the sale of contraceptives.
and their advertisement, a
criminal offense in this preckmanately Cathotc country.

Choose from e‘poroolator,,
can opener with knife sharpener, two-slice toaster, 6-qt.
cooker-fryer, 4-qt. corn popper, hand mixer or steam and
dry iron. A atirter buyi

Miss Bieck

Our Reg. 77'

'STATE tAlli" SHEETS
AND PILLOW CASES
No iron muslin, 50% cotton and 50%
polyester with over 130 threads per square
inch . and so pretty, tool Gingham check
for a nostalgic look in your brodrooml
42 xi 36 PILLOW CASE
KING SHIM

13-oz

ASH TRAY
STANDS

TWIN

42 x46 KING CASK

1.97
2.44
2.97
2.44

5. a a

Northern

997

ELECTRIC BLANKET
Reg. '9197

Assorted

.17,3 ISO

FLAT or FiTTIED

mu FLAT or PITTED

Ash tray stands of every style to match the
decor of your home! Stands vary from 72"
to 28" in height. Highlight the styling of
your favorite room with an ash tray stand
from Big K!

8"

Full size, blanket material
slightly irregular, heating
element guaranteed, 100 per cent
first quality.

Sweetheart

DISHWASHING
LIQUID
Ladies

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) '''"`"'5)5
Concentrate on things that
make you feel that life is really
worth living. In this way, you
can relieve tensions, become
more fit to handle busy days
ahead.
PISCES
XC
.
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Why not try that new venture
if intuition tells you that the
time is ripe? If not reckless, you
could step into a brand new and
wonderful world.

YOUR CHOICE!

Buy regular; super hold or
enscented at a super luw Big
K price!

eakitf
'
,

SON

I.50
THE
)(SR

Most Items
Available
All Stores!

32-oz. Size

Asst. Fall

Teens 86 TIE-UPWoni

Our Reg.
43'

HANDBAGS

Vinyl uppers with handwhipped vamp and soft
tricot lining. Sizes to
10 in brown.

No-iron brtished acetate
gown
ith cute novel-'
tl
on th front. Sizes
tnair,-inedium and large
In assorted colors.

Values to Si7

SOFT-LINED LOAFABLE
for Women

00

Magicolor
ONE-COAT
HOUSE PAINT

Magicolor
SATIN PLUS

—Wipe-clean uppers
handwh i pped
with
-vamp. Sizes to 10
In brown.
Reg. 6.97

Reg. 6.97
resistant,
Blister
cleans up in water.
For wood siding,
masonry, trim.

Guaranteed
one
coat, fade and stain
resistant, washable.

Edge
Shave
Cream

Clairol
NICE 'N EASY

Reg., clear
balsamlemon-new
herbal.
Reg.

Reg. or Menthol
Reg. 97'

Bei-Air .Shopping Center

9-9 Mon.lat.
1-6 Sunday

White Rain
Shampoo

Equal Opportunity Employer

We Resenre The Right To Limit Quantities

Wintuk

Yarn
All Colors
Reg. '1.17

7534777
Acres of Free Parting -

FINAL
TOUCH
Fabric Softener
Reg. '1.44
64-oz.

22

•
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9.95AD itevINO !
n ofrItie lalcons In 31-6 Pro Grid

By
Associated Press Sports Writer
DETROIT (AP) - The Detroit Lions shifted to "reverse"
gear Monday night and left the
Atlanta Falcons stuck , in
'.'park."
It was what the Lions needed
if they intend to drive toward
the National Football League
playoffs and It put a detour in
Atlanta's path to their division
flag.
A pair of razzle-dazzle reverse plays, plus the superb

Mel Farr, sparked Detroit to a
314 thrashing of the Falcons
before a crowd of 45,599 and a
national television audience.
The triumph was the first for
the Lions against a loss and tie,
while Atlanta has lost two
straight after an impressive 627 victory over New Orleans.
The game opened the Don

McCafferty- era at Tiger Stadium.
And what a way to begin.
McCafferty, who replaced Joe
Schmidt as head coach this season, is noted for his occasional
use of trick plays. The former
coach of the Super Bowl champion Baltimore Colts wasted no
time trying them out before the
home fans.

Atlanta, however, wasted
little time in getting on the
scoreboard as Nick Mike-Mayer
boomed a 48-yard field goal
four minutes inta the game.
The LiOns turned the game
around three minutes later as
wide receiver Larry Walton
sprinted 57 yards for a touchdown on an end around reverse

The final TD came in . the
fourth quarter when Ron Jessie
scored on a nine-yard reverse.
That put the game out of reach
with 12 minutes remaining.
Farr, who played in place of
Steve Owertc who pulled a leg
muscle in pregame warmups,
rushed for 90 yards in 16 carries including a 32-yard touchdown run with one second left

in the first half. :
McCafferty didn't hang
around to savor the victory.
But Atlanta Coach Norm Van
Brocklin had a -few ;vrords to
say in the opposite locker
room. Few of then Were nice.
"We made mistakes that
killed us," he growled. "It's
Just that simple: fumbles,
dropped balls, missed blocks." •

EWING TIRE SERVICE'S

The Lights Went Out
MIDDLEBOURNE, W. Va.
(AP) - Walton High School
was enjoying the home field advantage and a 6-0 first quarter
football lead over Tyler County
High School when the lights
went out.
A car had struck a utility
pole, knocking out all electrical
power at the stadium.
After anhour-long wait in a
driving rain, the teams packed
their gear and drove 20 miles
to another stadium.
Tyler County, sparked by the
rest, drive and switch to neutral territory, erupted in the
second half and gained a 28-18
victory..
PRETTY AND 1 ALENTLD-F'reshinen cheerleaders tims year
at Murray High are top row. left to right, Elizabeth Whitmer and
Kim Salter.' Middle row. Regina Bumphis and Teresa Smith.
Front row, Donna Keller and Donna Hughes.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon))

FOOTBALL
HOUSTON - The Houston
Oilers obtained running back
Bill Thomas from the Dallas
Cowboys on waivers.

DOLLAR SAVING
TIRE SALE
We've Slashed The Prices On
Every Tire In Stock For This Sale 11
Buy from October 4-October 15 and SAVE $$$
I Open This Friday Night Until 8:00 p.m. I
for Your Convenience (This Friday Only)

eYogi's Son Tim Berra Wain
Grid Practice When Mets Won
By HERSC'HEL NISSENSON. "And he prefers to be known as
Associated Press Sports Writer Tim Berra, rather than Yogi's
NEN YORK AP)- Hanging son."
out ..he college football wash:
When Massachusetts plays
You couldn't blame the Uni- Rutgers on Saturday, Berra's
versity of Massachusetts' flan- mind had better be ori the game
ker back if he had his mind on and not on the National League
something other than football playoffs in Cincinnati.
practice Monday. After all, his
"If he has his mind on basefather was busy in Chicago ball," says MacPherson, "he
winning the pennant no one can go elsewhere."
wanted.
"Tim Berra is the most dediLast Saturday, MacPherson
cated athlete on our team," adds,"was just a great day for
says Coach Dick MacPherson. our conference."

BATEAU REPARER, Inc.
Is Now An Authorized Dealer for

We Offer:

Complete Boat Service
Fiberglass Repairs
Hell-Arc Welding
Sandblasting
Complete Woodworking Shop
Propeller Repair Service

Minnesota's Cal Stoll, whose
team faces second-ranked Nebraska this weekend, thinks
he's found the Cornhuskers'
weakness.
"In the pregame warmups,"
he says,"their cadence is off a
'count or two."
.
A boy selling bumper stickers
at last weekend's Kansas-Minnesota game reading, "The
Jayhawks are for real," was
promoting his sales by shouting, "After next week they'll be
antiques."
'Tain't so! Kansas beat Minnesota 34-19. This week may be
a different story, though, when
the Jayhawks meet Tennessee.
Tennessee is really for real.

Sport Boats, Cruisers and Yachts
* IMMEDIATE DELIVERY *
Visit this Modern Facility between Murray and
Kenlake State Park off Highway 94.

BATEAU REPARER Inc.
Jan Dalton, Mgr.

Phone (502)474-2228
•

October Sale
Alt COATS 1/4 off for
October only. Come
in and lay yours away
now.

Juniors and Misses
DRESSES & PAN
SUITS 1/4 off from
Oct. 1 thru Oct. 13th.
No Alterations Op Sale
Merchandise

•

Buxton Billfolds
/
1
4 off
_

Campus Comic;
,

Across from MSU Administration Bldg.
-s- Open 8-5 6 Days. a Week
- Fr_ee
,t, ,
,
,,,, 12,
ea

That would be the Yankee
Conference, which shocked the
Ivy League a couple of timesNew Hampshire beat Dartmouth, Connecticut beat Yale,
Rhode Island Ved Brown. Ironically, Massachusetts, the Yankee Conference favorite, was
the Ivy League's sole victim,
bowing to Harvard.
"We have a multitude of
problems," says Columbia's
Frank Navarro. "First, the Ivy
League isn't getting the players
it did a few years ago as far as
depth is concerned. We're not
getting the numbers or the
quality of a few years ago.
"The financial situation-tuition and our difficulty in providing the type of scholarship
the Yankee Conference provides-has shut us off on certain players who are going to
the Yankee Conference. Also,
they can play freshmen."

When Virginia played Duke
last Saturday, it marked the
first time in 55 games that a
Ryczek did not start at center.
for the Cavaliers.
Danny Ryczek, now with the
Washington Redskins, was Virginia's starting center from
1968-70. His brother, Paul. took
over in 1971 and started every
game until Saturday, when he
was sidelined with a dislocated
elbow.

Games Postponed?
SANTIAGO-Chile's military
Junta Monday asked that the
1975 Pan-American Games
scheduled to be held here be
postponed until 1977.
The junta said Chile's current
economic crisis will not allow
the maSsive expenditures necessary to provide sports facilities and housing for athletes.
The junta met with Chilean
organizers of the Games and
refused to change a decision
made several days after the
Sept. 11 coup toppled Marxist
President Salvador Allende to
put off the 1975 Games.
BASKCTBALL
SAN DIEGO - Wilt Chamberlain sued the Los Angeles
Lakers to invalidate the option
clause of his contract with the
f4ationalBaSketbali Association
club arid accused the team and
the MIA of conspiring to-monopolize the sport..

* Buy First Tire at Regular
Price-Buy Second at /
1
2
Price!!

Size
A78-13
C78-13
C78-14
E78-14
F76.14
G78-14

• 17/32" Tread Depth
* Plus F.E.T. $1.83 to
$3.13 Per Each Tire

1st at
Reg.
Price
140.95*
22.95
23.95
24.95
26.95
28.95
30.95
29.95
31.95
33.95
35.95

H78-14
C78-15
H78-15
J78-15
L784

O Rayon Belted or
4 Ply Polyester Cord
11. 78 Series Design
• .85 inch White Sidewali

Buy 2nd
At
Price
610.48 *
11.48
11.98
12.48
13.48
14.48
15.48
14.48
15.98
16.98
7.98

SMALL CARS

*No
Money
Down

DELUXE
CHAMPION'
SUP-R-BELI

Sizes E78-14
F78-14

The same tire that
many
new 1974 cars.

COMBS on

*6
Months

Plie. 42.11

t2.51 per tire F. F.. T
.1.(1..Id tire

MEDIUM CARS

riNNISINgs

Sizes G78-14, 15
H78-14, 15

To Pay
/jb.t.

•

Phis $2.67 to tc.t.96per or. I I
and old hr..

LARGE CARS

bio body pin of

Sizes 178-14, 15
178-15

POLYESTER
FIBERG
LASS
Double belt
under bind

Whitewalls

Phi t!', tr..• to $3.31 per tire F. F..1
and oidt1(.•

Save On 4-Ply Polyester Cord Whitewalls

GOLDEN BEAR
ALL FIRST QUALITY -

NOT BLEMISHED

O 12/32" Tread Depth
• 4 Ply Polyester Cord
O 78 Series Design
• .85 White Sidewall

A78-13
C78-13,
C78-14
E78-14

F78-14
G78-14
G78-15

H78-14
H78-15
J78-15
L78-15

* Plus F.E.T.
1.83 to '3.13

EWING TIRE SERVICE

808 Coldwater Road - Near 5 Points

Hours: Mon. thiu Fri. 7:30-5:30
Saturday 7:30-5:00

Phone 753-316'4
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Joe- I3ugner
Ready To Go
In The Ring

BRANDON'S
BITS
' By
Mike Brandon -

LONDON ( AP) — Joe Bugner, the man fight fans °nee
loved to boo, re-enters the ring
Tuesday night after two
straight losses.
A cheering crowd will greet
him in London's Royal Albert
Hall.
European Heavyweight
Champion Bugner, still only 23
but with a veteran's record of
50 fights including six losses, is
now riding a crest of popularity
and is a hot favorite to outclass
Italian challenger Bepi Flys.

POR
TS
k... 13URRAY LEDGER IP TIMES
Tommy Davis May Find-A
Spot In Orioles' Lineup

BALTIMORE (API — The who will start the opener of the
As I look back over my past 25 months m Murray, there are
Baltimore Orioles, having best-of-5 series. "But, with him
things I will remember after I am gone.
grown accustomed to Tommy in there, the club wouldn't be
Who can forget the comeback that George Landolt made his
Davis' bat, may find a spot in as good defensively."
senior year in football and basketball at Murray High?
the lineup for the American
Weaver didn't expect much
And watching future stars like James Wells and Tommy Ailing—
League's top designated hitter change in his strategy wtthout
during the past two years has been good.
should they reach the World the designated hitters, who can
Of courSe there are the sad things, like the tragic end of a
Series.
still be used in the playoffs, exCONTEST WINNERS—The Punt,Pass and Kick Contest sponsored by Parker Ford of Murray was
promising football player's career...Ftick Fisher at Murray State.
Davis, who finished tied for cept that pitchers "might sacriheld Saturday at the Murray Middle School. Winners in the contest will be participating at
Paducah
And then there is the apparent end of Les Taylor's career,
second in the league with a .305 fice to move runners along."
this coming Saturday. Top row, left to right, Nicky Swift, winaer in the 11 year-old division;
Mark
disappointing but not tragic as in the case of Fisher.
average and topped the Orioles
Overby, runnerup in the 11 year-old division; Kim Kendall, third in the 11-year-old division; Brett
Most pundits agree the 31- with 89 runs batted in, could
Warner, 12 year-old winner; Craig Perry,second In the 12 year-old division; John Denham, third in
Before I leave Friday, there are several predictions I have to
year-old
Ros should prove no wind up playing some first
THE
the 12 year-old division; Tom Kendall, first in the 13 year-old division; Ronnie Hooks, second in the 13
offer.
year-old division and Mickey Spann,third in the 13 year-old division. Front row, David Denham,first match for fast-improving Bug- base.
James Wells, and some know it already, is one of the top
Regular first baseman Boeg
in the eight year-old division; John Overby, second in the eight year-old division; Steve McDougal, ner. Hungarian-born Bugner
basketball players in the country. And whenhe is a senior, he will
lost
Powell
was sidelined periodagainst
Muhammad
All
third in the eight year-old division;Chris Hufnagle, first in the aine-year-old division; Darren Hooper,
undoubtedly be an All-American.
second in the nine year-old division; James Dougherty, third hi the nine year-old division; James and Joe Frazier in his last two ically during the final weeks of
If Tommy Futrell, a freshman at Calloway County, can grow
Morganti, first in the 10 year-old division, Darm,in Bumphis, second in the 10 year-old division and fighte. And battles don't come the regular season with a sore
IS THE LARGEST
some and keep his present attitude, he will be one of the top high
much tougher than that.
shoulder, and Davis played sevGary Sims, third in the 10 year-old division.
SELLING CIGAR
school guard. in Kentucky by the time he is a senior.
The fans often booed Bugner eral games at that spot after
IN THE WORLD
And at Murray State, there's Marcelous Starks who spent the
In the past, even when he won. not performing on defense all
staiuner running in a hot gym.
But his plucky showing against season.
Munning after a dream which is becoming more of a reality,
"We're stilVnot sure about
two of the greatest fighters in
because he has run just enough to know what he can do.
history endeared him to the Boog's shoulder," Manager
People are going to be surprised this year when they see
Earl Weaver said today, prior
British fight fraternity at last.
Marcelous play.
to the first of three intrasquad
Bugner's
manager
Andy
And they will be even more surprised when they watch him on
Smith still sticks by his pre- games designed to prep the
television someday as a professional basketball star.
Orioles for Saturday's playoff
diction that his fighter will be
Marcelous is going to do it, because he knows he can.
opener at home against the
World champion before he is 25
Oakland Athletics.
CHICAGO ( AP) — The New
When the conquering heros crowd estimated by police at 1,- and rates the European clash
My advice to everyone who is a participant in sports is broken
"Our lineup would be much
York Mets are champions of arrived in New York Monday 000 at LaGuardia Airport's re- with Rog a minor inconvenience
into several different parts.
weaker without Davis," said
the National League East and night, they were welcomed by a mote Marine Air Terminal.
along the way.
First of all, believe in yourself.
Jim Palmer, a 22-game winner
they did it in Chicago, as if to
If you don't, nobody else is going to.
Should I decide tonight that by the time I am 30 that I want to be flaunt their success in the face
with the largest newspaper in the country, I know that I can make of the failure-ridden Cubs.
The Mets clinched it Monday
it.
in a 6-4 victory over the Cubs,
Confidence, not cockiness, plays an important role.
who once were eight games
Nest, you have to believe in your school.
ahead
of the field in the East
There's a sense of pride for Murray High when they knock off
Tilghman in a basketball game or Mayfield in a football game. but then did their customary
fold.
And then, third, you have tp believe in your coach.
Mets third baseman Wayne
where
This is
the attitude of the Murray High football team
Garrett told newsmen in the
comes in.
champagne-drenched dressing
They believe in their coach, John Hina.
room afterward he never was
enough
this,
other
may
along with the
And
two,
be
to push them
discouraged when the Cubs
to the Class A title.
were so far ahead.
"Not really," he said. "ChiFriday afternoon, I will leave here.
cago
has always done it (fold.)
Steve Givens, a sophomore at Murray State, will cover the
Three out of five years I've
Tigers' Homecoming game with Trigg County.
Once again,thanks to all of those who have been a friend and if been here the Cubs have gotten
way out in front at the start,
you're ever in Evansville, Indiana,drop by The Courier office.
Anybody who would like to write me later on may do so by then all of a sudden they hit the'
wall."
writing to me at Harrisburg RR 2, Harrisburg,Illinois, 62946.
"But I'll admit back in June
That's right. Today's KitchenAid dishwashers have a lower manufacturer's suggested retail price than
when they had the best record
the comparable 1960 models.,Even though you get bigger capacity, more convenience features, and
In the majors I thought they
the fine performance and reliability KitchenAid dishwashers have always been famous for. It's a great
had a lot better chance than we
et.
time to buy.
did," Garrett said.
•The Mets clinched their title
in a morning game, the first of
a scheduled double-header. Fifteen minutes after it was over,
the meaningless second contest
was called off and the champagne was uncorked.
l'fficials Good October 2, 3, 4
Everybody got splattered,
from the batboy to Manager
Yogi Berra.
Rusty Staub, who hammered
out four hits in leading the way
Into the pennant playoff against
Cincinnati, said, "A couple of
Pick our most
months ago we were out of it:
convenient built-in dishwasher
Then we put it all together."
. the KitchenAid Suparba
Berra said that only once
• Exclusive Soak Cycle that gets rid of all but burned
during the season did he think
on foods on pots and pans
the Mets might not make it.
. Exclusive 180' SaniCycle. using regular house
"That's when we were about
current, for extra germ killing action
12 games out," Berra said,
"and had all those injuries."
• Exclusive rack versatility Upper rack raises. lowers •
or tilts Adjustable dividers hold crystal in place
"I guess the baseball race is
like a distance runner," Gar• 5-year rbgto4 warranty If it fails, it will be replaced at
rett said. "If you give it all
no cost to you during the first year; you'd pay only
for labor during the next four years
you've got at the beginning,
you've got nothing left at the
Now selling for less than in 19601
end."

Great
Imperial

Mets Claim NI Eastern
Crown With A 6-4 Win

KING
EDWARD

1974 KitchenAid
dishwashers at
less than 1960

Tuesday. Wednesday .Thursday

DRYCLEANING
SPECIALS!
Men's
Snits
Ladies'

•.

Pant Suits

Standings

NO LIMIT

SHIRTS

National League
Final Standings
East
S L. Pct. G.B.
New York
82 79 .509—
St. Lows
81 81 .500 11
/
2
Pittsburgh
80 82 474 Vs
Montreal
79 83 488 3/
1
2
Chicago
77 84 478 5
Philadelphia
71 91
438 11, 7
West
Cincinnati
99 63 611
,Los Angeles
95 66 590 3 2
Francisco 88 74 543 11
San
Houston
81 BO 506 17
Atlanta
76 85 472 22/
1
2
San Diego
60 102 370, 39
Monday's Games
New York 6, Chicago 4, 2nd
game canceled
San Diego 4, Pittsburgh 3
Only games scheduled
Regu4or Season Ends

Laundered
to Perfection
NO LIMIT'

1

each
on
hangers

American League
East
W. L. Pct. G.B.
Baltimore
97 65 599 89 73 549 8
Boston
85 77 525 12
Detroit
80 82 494 17
New York
74 88 .457 23
Milwaukee
71 91 438 26
Cleveland
West
9468, .580 Oakland
Kansas City -- 68-72 .543 6
Minnesota
01 01 .500 13
California
—719 413 488 15
Chicago
77 as .475 17
57 105 .352 37
Texas

30C each folded

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
Central Shopping Center

Open X am.-6 p.m. Monday-Sat
•

Phan* 7.53-9084

,

.GENERAL . .._.INDIANAPOLIS-- Albert:E. _
"Rob" Russell, a former major
league baseball pitcher who
once struck out Babe Ruth on
three straight pitches, died at
the age of 84.

1

Or choose a KitchenAid portable — no installation needed.
KitchenAid Superba
Convertible-portable

KitchenAid Regency
front-loading portable

Use it as a portable now, without installation.
Build it in when you're ready. Same basic feature% as the Superba built-in PLUS:

Buy it today, use it tonight.
No installation Convenient to use

• Full 1',4" thick hardwood top
• Large, easy rolling ball type casters.
• Extra long, fill -drain hoses and power cord.
• Choice of golden harvest, avocado. coppertone, or white

KitchenAid
Trash Compactor

.Easy to reach console with
• Rinse/I-4okt. Full Cycle, and
Soak Cycle pushbuttons
• 9-way adiustable top rack
• Hardwood top.
• Big catiacity, compact Size

KitchenAid
Food Waste Disposer

Neatest way yet to unatatter/OW kitchen.
• Exclusive, handy Litter BinTol.
• Exclusive, Tilt-Away Trash Basket.
No trash bags needed.
• Exclusive, activated charcoal,
odor control system

Grinds everything from bones to stringy
vegetables
• Uniams electrically
•

HP capacitor start motor
• Automatic reversing doubles the life of
the grinding elements
• Stainless steel grind wheel and
shredder ring
• Insulated housing

You can depend on KitchenAid appliances. They're built better, not cheaper.

WARD -EL KINS
411 Maple Street

Phone 753-1713

4., ''IM LS - Mt
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Mrs. Ruth Says That Babe
Not A Boozer Nor -A-Brawler---.
votes went to unbeaten Louisa
Nth and two for fourth.
Trinity, for the third straight while Harrodsburg, a winner in
week, picked up all 12 votes for its six games this season, was
first in class AAA. The Sham- given one, good for third place
rocks haven't been corned upon again this-week.
Paris remained no. 4 while
in the past three games and
have 204 points to 26 for five Tompkinsville edged up to fifth
despite a 32-8 loss to Lafayette,
foes.
Trinity this coming weekend, Tenn. Frankfort fell from fifth
was almost unanimous choice to sixth, although the Panthers
for second in class AAA,setting bat Georgetown 30-6 and have a
nine second place votes and 180-49 edge over -opponents.
Still riding the pure victory
three for third.
Behind them, in order, are trail are 13 teams:
In class AAA, No. 1 Trinity,
Bishop David, Pleasure Ridge
Park and Valley, the latter fall-. no 2 St. Xavier, no. 3 Bishop
David and unranked Atherton,
Tilghman has scored 191 mg from third to fifth after a 6- which has five victories in a
Bishop
David
3
loss
last
to
points to 16 for its five opporow including two shutouts.
nents, but its 414 victory over weekend.
In class AA, no. 1 Tilghman,
Hopkinsville two weeks ago,
Madison garnered nine first no. 2 Madisonville, no. 8 Dixie
coupled with Madisonvthe's 7-0 place votes for its third No. 1 Heights and unranked Lone
conquest of the Tigris last Fri- week in a row in Class A, slip- Oak, with three shutouts scatday turned the tide.
ping one point from last week tered in its slx*ame skein.
It simply made Tilghinan no after the Purple's 13-7 victory
In class A, no. 2 Louisa, no. 3
1.
over class AA Madison Central. Harrodsburg, no. 4 Paris, no 11
Two of the dozen sportswriCentral, by the way, was un- Elkhorn City and unranked
ters and sportscasters on the beaten and untied until the Berea, which has 256 points and
AP panel still thought Madison- clash with Madison.
hasn't allowed more than a
ville the top class AA team and
Two of the class A first place touchdown a game.
one took Lexington Lafayette
as the best in the state.
The other nine picked Tilghman, as the Tornado picked up
57 points on t* basis of five for
a first piece vote, four for second and so on and led Madisonville by 15.
Tilghman, Madisonville and
Lafayette were mentioned on
all 12 ballots, but Tilghman's
lowest vote was for second
while Madisonville had two
votes as low as fourth and
Lafayette had two for fifth.
Lexington Bryan Station,
which dropped from third to
fourth in a swap with Lafayette, was listed on 10 ballots,
but three of the votes were for

By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Sports Writer
Paducah Tilghman took over
the class AA no. 1 berth while
Louisville Trinity and RiehMond Madison remained tops
in classes AAA and A today in
The Associated Press Kentucky
high school football poll.
Tilghman has been on the
Move upward in the poll for
three straight weeks, in a tie
last week with Madisonville for
first, but it was the Maroons
who helped crack the barrier
to make Tighman No. I.

Madison's only loss was
class AA Lafayette earlier in
the season.
This week's AP Kentucky
High School Football Poll, with
first place Votes in parentheaes
and point totals on the basis of
five for a first place vote, four
for second, etc.:
Class AAA
1. Trinity (12)
60
2. St. Xavier
45
3. Bishop David
36
4. Pleasure Ridge
21
5. Valley
12
Others: Thomas Jefferson 4;
Central and Seneca 1.
Class AA . .
1 Tilghman (9)
57
2. Madisonville ( 2)
42
3. Lafayette (1)
30
4. Bryan Station
24
5. Henry Clay
Others: Union Co. 6; Boyd
Co. 5; Dixie Heights and Somerset 4,
Class A .
.
1. Madison i9
2. Louisa (2;
3. Harrodsburg (1)
4. Paris
5. Tompkinsville
19
Others: Frankfort II; Trigg
Co. 6; Glasgow and Murray 5;
Todd Central 3; Elkhorn City 2;
Beechwood 1.

Don Clayton Is
Selected As The
Player Of Week
For the third consecutive
week, a Murray State football
player has been named the
Player of the Week in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
Don Clayton, who rushed for
1105 yards in the Racers' 3046
weekend win over Morehead;
was given the honor.
Lonnie Schuster of Western
Kentucky was cited as the
Defensive Player of the Week in
the cunference.
Clayton, a jiiiiltat tailback, is
the leading rusher in the conference with a 155.7 average.
Clayton follows quarterback
Torn Pandolfi and safety Mark
!Eckman who were Players of
the Week in previous selections.

NEW YORK (AP) - Al
Hank Aaron bears down on
-Babe Ruth's hallowed record of
724 home runs, the Babe's winow wants to set another record
straight-her husband was no
"boozer and brawler."
"An awful lot of people have
said that about the Babe," said
Claire Ruth, a frail but militant
little lady in her 70s. "It is absolutely not true.
"On the contrary, the Babe
hated crowds, night clubs and
things like that. After a game,
friends would come around and
beg him to go to the 21 Club or
some place like that."
"The Babe always would refuse. We would go home and
have a couple of beers. Sometimes a few close friends might
drop in-usually not baseball or
sports people."
Mrs. Ruth and Mrs. Lou Gehrig, whose late husband was an
all-time Yankee great who set
a record of playing in 2,130 con- secutive games, were special
guests Monday at ceremonies
marking the beginning of a $27
million face-lifting job on historic Yankee Stadium, the
scene of 27 pennants and 20
World Series triumphs by the
New York American League
team.
Mrs. Ruth was presented the
last home plate used in the 50-

year-old ball park and Mrs.
Gehrig was given the first base
at a stadium ritual presided
over by Mayor John V. Lindsay.
Only the outside walls of the
stadium will remain intact as
all seats in the 65,010-capacity
park will be yanked out and replaced by wider and more coin-

fortable seats. Tiers which obstruct the view will be erased,
the press box and lounge rooms
will be improved and parking
facilities will by expanded.
The refurbishing will not be
completed until early in 1976
The Yankees will play in Shea
Stadium during the 1974 and
1975 seasons.

Al
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (425 at bats)Cared, Min, 350; Scott, Mil,
)06; T.Davis, Bat, 306.
RUNS-R.Jai( kS011, Oak, 99;
kon, Mil, W. North, Oak, 98.
RUNS BATTED IN.Jackson, Oak, 117, Scott, Mil,
07.
k HITS---Carew, Min, 203;
113i.May, Mil, 189
• DOUBLES-Garcia, Mil, 32;
Bando, Oak, 32; Chambliss,
Cle, 30; Scott, Mil, 30. Carew,
'Mn, 30.
't TRIPLES-Carew, Min, 11,
.
tiumbry, Bat, 10, Orta, Oh,,' to
. HOME RUNS-RJackson,
Pak, 32; F.Robinson, Cal.' 30,
ISurroughs, Tex, 30. STOLEN
BASES-Harper.
54; NorttQatc,52,
PITCHN•G -TT6•"-aTiETs'e'enir*looter, Oak, 215, 8013, 334,
'Palmer, Sal, 229, .710, 210.
STRIKEOUTS-14.Ryan, Cal,
Blyleven. Min, 258

III

i

;

EVERY NIGHT

CHAP
NO MORE

1

Softens and soothes rough
dry skin!

sn,

F

By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
; BATTING (425 at bats)Most, Can, .338. Cedeno, Htn,
°320
RUNS-Bonds, SF, 131;
Vo(gan, CM, 116
RUNS BATTED IN -• Stargell,
'-Pgh, 119, L May, Htn, 105
HITS-Rose, Cin. 730. Garr,
Aft, 200
DOUBLES-Stargell. Pgh, 43,
A.Oliver, Pgh, 37
T11PLES--Metzger, Htn, Ii,
'Maddox, SF, 10, Matthews, SF,
.10
, HOME RUNS--Staryiell, Pgh,
44; DaJohnson, Atl, 43
STOLEN BASES-Brock, StL,
0; Morgan, CM, 68.
PITCHING (16 Decisions)_LA....144-696._1 10• Gul
, an, 184, .692, 3.51.
STRIKEOUTS-7istayer.
NY,
.251; CerTtori, Ph4.- 223

exhibition against the MU.;„
waukee Bucks Tuesday night in
Reno, Nev.
"I want to play basketball,"
West said in a prepared statement announcing his return to
the club. "I owe it to Los Angeles and I oive It to the fans. I
had a number of options open
to me but I started my career
in Los Angeles and I plan on
finishing here.
"The main thing I am going
to do now is get myself in top
shape to help the club."
West was holding out for a
-rellagettation of the second
year of his two-year contract
- calling for a reported $300,000
per season. The club was fining
him $200 a day for each missed
practice session.

Top 20 Grid
Teams
a future for him.
See us about
Life Insurance,

RONNIE ROSS

.94,44/

The Top Twenty with first
place votes in parentheses, sea
son record and total points.
Points tabulated on basis of 201e 16 14 12 10 9 etc
w-L-T Pis.
1 Ohio St (35) 2 001,110
2 Nebraska (10) 3.0.0 997
3 Alabama (6)
31-0 037
4. So Calif (3'2) 2-0-1 133/
1
2
5 Mich (2)
30.0 741
6 Okla (1'?)
1.0 1..7?cm
7 Penn St (3)
3 0 0 458
8 N Dame
2 0 0 512
9. Tenn
3 0 0 475
3 0 0 328
11. Okla. $t
3
10
10 7
2, Ariz. St.
19
6
39
3
5

by Helene Curtis

3 00 134
3 0 0 101, 7
2 1 0 it
2 0 0 51
2 1 0 32
PP. S.MU
.
3 0 0 3014
20. W. Virginja,
3-0 0 30
..Others receiving votes, listed
Ael,,1jQfl
Auburn, Bowling Green,
Georgia. Kansas. Mar yl end,
Memphis State, Miami of Mid,
Mississippi State, Richmond,
Tulane, Utah

.otortido

210 E Main
753-0489

Tender Touc

For the people that
shampoo every night

$1 38
s1.98 Value

BATH OIL

16 Ounce Sizes

Have A
Good Day.

Your Choice at
Uy-Ilite's Low
-Prke

1.75
alue

VERY NI
LONG HAIR
CONDITIONER

99' Value
SPRAY DISINFECTANT
14-oz. Size
st tt:Rirts

8 Ounce Size
Use Every Night!

$ 1 38
1.98 Value

Regular Of

Cherry Flavored
10 oz Size

83' Value

s;25 Value
$1.15
Value

DIAL

TrZ
lIZOn
Missouri
14. UCLA
.17. Miami

by Helene Curtis

III
III
19
III
Ill
III
III

III
III
III
Ill
III

$1.29 Value

A FULL LINE OF SHAMPOOS, RINSES,
HAIR SPRAYS, SETS
LOS ANGELES (AP)- The
Los Angeles Lakers announced
Monday night that all-pro
guard Jerry West has decided
to play for the team this season,foregoing his demand for a
new contract.
He is expected to play in an _1

SHAMPOO

12 Ounce Size

SUAVE

THIRD SEASON-Linda Arnold, a junior at Murray State
University, is in her third season on the MSU women's volleyball
team. The litSU women's volleyball team will be booting a four
team meet Wednesday night at CM p.m. in the University School
gymnasium.

f

/49
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Senior
Citizens
Hve you investigated
our Senior Citizen
program? It you
have not, today is a
good day to do so!
Instead of spending
more you could be
saving more. Ask
about it!

Is A.Good Pay.To Start Saving at. Savi-RiteIt
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III
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THE INFLATION FIGHTERS

GIRLS BLOUSES and
KNIT SHIRTS

Perma Press

RAINCOATS

'15
Skintees by Schrieber

LADIES PANTIES
Sizes 9 & 10

Po manent Press

log. II”

Chesterfield and Misty
Harbor styles

.

a

Control plus.., and it's
feather light!. Pulls on
smothly and at's at a very
ligtit and lovable low price.
Sizes Mto XXL.

No Iron

RAINCOATS
SPECK

taioes to 11"

sig

Sizes 12 Ie 211 11' 2 to 24' 7

MEN'S THERMAL
UNDERWEAR

Ladies Long Sleeve

CAR COAT

—

BLOUSES

Modernaire
Seam Free

Available in a variety of styles and
and quilt

2for'5
2 for'7

MEN'S SOCKS

INFLATION FIGHTER
PRICE

75% Turbo hi bulk orlon
acrylic. 25% stretch nylon.
Reinforced heel & toe

'9 Value

I

NOW ONLY

Men's Famous Stahl Urban and California Winter

Sizes 8 to 18

.1 .
+ge

Famous brand. Can't
mention name at this
price.

Reg. 3"
Fmger lengths and others_
with fur collar.

Top and bottom set

JAMES

Reg. 2"

PANTY HOSE

For all outdoor wear.
No iron tumbde dry Air
pockets both sides give
extra warmth
100%
cotton. SMLXL

Ladies litton

ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL
I

Misses and Girls

Guaranteed washable-

Pile Lined Drizzler
Run proof acetate.
Tailored panty with woven
elastic.

Fabulous
Polyester
DRESSES and

PANTSUITS

Sires Is to 11

Zw11-20.7
Reg. 69c pr.

SPECIAL

399

JACKETS and COATS
CORDUROID PLAID

Men's Stylish

A Cordwood Plaid with Leather
Trim and Pile Lined for extra
warralh. Every prment a inaschiess
1:13•ed of mat•riois and
raw k man ship

19,4

SWEATERS

i ii

Turtle nerdts,aew mo cks,cardigans,sleeveless slipovers in fancy and solid patterns.
100% orlon acrylics and other popular
E-Z care wash and wear fabrics. Fancy
and solid skinny ribbed and ribbed Moveless.

III

;Ii

t

NYLON REFRIGERATOR
COAT
(B)

III

100% Nylon treated tor extra
durability and water stain
repellents Zipper and Snap front

Sleeveless
Ill

BUSH COAT STYLE
(C) Bush Cost Style feasunnei Brushed
Coedless Corduroy Pile lined and
Pile collate match. Top styling for
those Fô
Ciente,.

It'

Cardigan and others

Ill
III
Ill

ill

Two outstanding groups of mans and young men's long sleeve sport
shirts. Every shirt carefully tailored . . some with tapered body
Polyester-cotton blends ancl others with regular and long porn*
collar. Solid colors, Wipes plaids and prints.

III
II

Ft

II

III
111

1111111111SAID SPICUL

Size 11-15
tods con choose from .orIOUN
lockets priciroding

"The Strong"

PAPER TOWELS
Nylon reinforced for use
and reuse.

l

Boys Famous CALIFORNIA

llon's

sow
WINTER JACKETS

BLUE DENIM JACKETS

aed STA&

WESTERN tillEANS
Straight Legs
and
Flare Legs

Famous Wrangler and other Broods

ANNIVERSARY
SPECIAL

(S) NFL School es:krtis
Wosh-N-Weer Peony
others not shown or
described

854

MESS LUG

CORN POPPER

Size 36

WEItabrVigh

46

ACLKLET
OVEJRA
WSORK

3 rolls for 813c

Button Front

899

Eureka Upright

ItS
01

!d

VACCUUM
SWEEPER
With Attachments

a

III

III

iti
III

RUG SET
II
Ill

Colonial style.
Heavywetght braided rugs.
In avocado, red, gold,'—
brown. One 9x12 11., one

Men's, Young Men's, Student'N
100% POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT

SPORT
COATS
Two and three-button sol
id colors, plaids and checks
for dress, sport and cam
pus wear. Regular and long.
sizes.

FAMOUS CAMPUS

PORTABLE MIXER

KNIT
SPORT
SHIRTS

Has 3 speed control.:
Comes in avacado, gold,
white. Hangs or stands.
Others to S10.99.

Proctor Sae*

BLENDER

$5

2454
OTHERS TO sej

Size 8-18
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LEGAL NOTICE

MORNING CLASS OFFICERS—Officers for the morning class of the Murray Chapter of the
Vocational Industrial Clubs of America are, left to right. Bruce Shaeffer, advisor, Nickle Wilkinson.
treasurer, Ricky Garland, president, David Robinson, parliamentarian, Larry Rogers, chaplain.
Randy Conner, reporter, and Gary Garland, secretary.
Staff Photo by Mite Brandon

AFTERNOON CLASS OFFICERS—Officers for the afternoon class of the Murray Chapter of the
Vocational Industrial Clubs of America,are, kit to right, Mitch Johnson, reporter, Tim Erwin, viceRichard Scott, president, Leossisi Martin, parliamentarian, Steve Genrtn, treasurer,
Charks Blanton. chaplain, and Moe Orlon, secretary.
Staff Photo by David 11111
"
(E. .11AAM I'D
2
•13ECIF-7
LIKE T3 TRAreFER
•TEMR:RARILY
- SOW 50400L

MY MO 15 OUT OF IDA KW
5f.E AND Intl 51AYI146 IN 041.0(5
6UE5T COTTA5E 50 CU- BE
60446 10 THIS 50400LEOR AMIE
IF nOtrtis-fnWE ME...OKAY? "

BLONDIE

THE PHANTOM

1,FGAL NOTICE

ORDINANCE NUMBER 586,
ADVERTISEMENT
BEIhICA. AN
ORDINANCE
DECLARING THE NEED, PROPOSALS
Sealed proposals are requested
NECESSITY, DESIRABILITY
AND INTENTION OF THE CITY for furnishing all tools, labor,
OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY, TO materials and equipment and
ANNEX
CERTAIN
CON- constructing waterworks imTIGUOUS TERRITORY TO THE provements in and for the
CITY OF MURRAY KEN- Dexter-Almo Heights Wate- z
TUCKY; AND ACCURATELY District of Calloway County,/
DEFINING THE'BOUNDARIES Kentucky.
All work, materials anci
'r
OF THE TERRITORY WHICH
CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- equipment will beAn accordance,
TUCKY, PROPOSES TO AN- with plans, specifications and
contract documents on file in the
NEX.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE office of Orbie Culver, SecretaryCOMMON COUNCIL OF THE Treasurer for the Dexter-Almo
CITY OF MURRAY, KEN- Heights Water District, Lkxter,
Kentucky. The proposals shall be
TUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION I: That it is. needful, received at that office until 2:00
necessary and desirable that the p.m. on the 18th day of October,
following described lands lying 1973, and then will be publicly
ALVIS JONES, superintendents-of grounds at Murray State
University, is in front of the General adjacent and contiguous
to the opened and read.
Services Building at MSU which has been disignated as the %sine's
Yard of the mouth by the present boundary limits of the
Allopposals must be made on
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's (Tub.
City of Murray, Kentucky, be printed forms which may be
annexed to said City of Murray, obtained from the Engineer. The
Kentucky, and become a part contract documents may be
examined at the office of Orbie
thereof, to-wit:
The grounds of the General well balanced planting of hemlock,
Beginning at a point on the Culver, Secretary-Treasurer for
Andorra juniper,
Services Building of Murray foundation shrubbery flanking upright juniper and Stokes northwest corner of the present the Dexter-Almo Heights Water
State University have been the General Services sign and holly. Accenting the
north side city limits located on Kentucky District, Dexter, Kentucky, or of
designated as the Business extending to the entrance to the of the building are
Engineers, Lankford,
azaleas, 121 Bypass; thence north to a the
Yard of the Month for Sep- parking area on Physical Plant upright
junipers,
and point on the Quarter Section Line Thompson, Dreessen & Dormer,
tember
by ...the
Garden Drive These plants include magnolias.
of the Southeast Quarter of Inc., 3515. Broadway, Kansas
Department of the
Murray Japanese yew, regular Burforcli
Red pea gravel, filling the Section 21, Township 2, Range 4 City, Missouri 64111.
Woman's Club.
holly, and Helleri holly around area immediately adjacent to East; thence east with the
Each proposal must be acAn outstanding feature of the the sign. Fostori holly, the building, adds color
and Quarter Section Line of Section companied by a proposal-landscaping plan is the ex- groupings of Wardi Japanese texture interest. As a mulch 21, Township 2, Rnge 4 East to a guaranty consisting of a certified
tensive use of a large variety of yew with an impressive row of under the appropriate
shrub- point 1,354 feet west of the west check, cash or bid bond in an
evergreen shrubs surrounding Japanese holly complete the bery, pecan shells are used.
right-of-way. on North 16th amount of at least five (5 perthe building. Pyracantha, landscaping on the south side
The Garden Department Street; thence north 3142 feet to cent) of the total bid bond in an
regular Burfordi holly, Nardi which leads to a delightful bed wishes to commend Murray -a point paralled with North 16th will be
.. Water
retained by the
Japanese yew, and dwarf of flowering annuals. This bed, State University and its Street; thence east 1,054 feet to a District until the contract has
13urfordi holly frame each side filled with ageratum, begonia, Superintendent of
Grounds, point 300 feet west of the west been awarded and executed.
of the building entrance.
and petunias, offers a colorful Alvis Jones, for their efforts right-of-way on North 16th Checks or bonds of all bidders,
On the Chestnut Street side of contrast to the surrounding toward the establishment
and Street; thence north paralled except the low three biciders„,will
the building, can be seen the greenery.
maintenance of all floral and with North 16th Street to a point be returned withing three days
Within
the
building's shrubbery beds on campus, but west of the south right-of-way on after the opening of the bids.
parking area are found land- with particular recognition of Utterback Road; thence east Checks or bonds of the second
scaped islands filled with many the General Services Building with the south right-of-way on and third low bidders will be
of the previously mentioned area, a department spokesman Utterback Road to a point 323.78 returned when reasonable
shrubs as well as Canadian said.
feet west of the west right-of-way assurance is at hand that the low
On U.S. 641; thence north 240.38 bidder is responsible and will
feet to a point north of the north execute the contract.
right-of-way on Utterback Road;
thence east 300 feet to a point on
DEXTER-ALMO
HEIGHTS
the west right-of-way, on US. WATER DISTRICT
641, thence south 19919 feet with
Stafford Curd
the west right-of-way, on U.S.
Chairman
641; to a point on the half Section
Orbie Culver
One of the oldest and most clerks in Kentucky motels and line of Section 15, Township 2,
Secretary-Treasurer
successful mearis of advertising resort parks are constantly Range 4 East; thence east with
S26-02&9C
is still "by word of mouth"...a reporting comments from the half Section Line of Sections
theory not taken lightly by visitors who say Obey came to 14 and 15, Township 2, Range 4
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Kentucky's travel executives, Kentucky at the suggestion of a East to a point on the watt
who have made travel and travel counselorwho had been property line of L.N. R.R. thence iti ACRES,one mile from Cadiz,
tourism big business in the here as our guest." - ----south with the west property line Kentucky, 11
/
2 miles from
state. Between September 30
This year's tour will include of I,.N. R.R. to a point on the Barkley Lake. /saved road, city
and October 6, the state Travel historic and scenic sites in present city limits; thence west water. $300.00 per acre. Phone'
Division and several other Louisville, Lexington, Bard- south and west with the present 753-9050 evenings.
011C
Kentucky travel groups will co- stown, Hodgenville, Pleasant city limits to points of beginning.
ONE ACRE lot 148'x2115' oo black
sponsor a week's guided tour for Hill,
Harrodsburg
and
SECTION II: That it is the top road in New Providence.
travel editors and AAA travel Berea...visits to „lite, Central
03C
counselors from 17 states and Kentucky Cave Ares..,and stops intention of City of Murray, Phone 436-5860 --Canada, who,it is hoped, will go at four State Resort Parks, at Kentucky, to annex to City of
COUNTRY LOTS, extra large.
home and tell it like it is.
Barren River Lake; Lake Murray, Kentucky, so as to
Although Kentucky's many aunberland, Cumberland Falls 'become a part thereof, the Restricted, water. $3500.00.
territory described in SECTION I Phone Sam Harris 753attractions are told to the world and Natural Bridge.
1)61.
October 19C
in all avenues of the advertising
Hosts and co-sponsors of the hereof.
field, an actual trip through the tour, along with Kentucky's
ADOPTED ON
FIRST
state affords a writer, or a tra- departments of Parks and READING ON THE 13th DAY OF
vel counselor, first-hand and Public Information, will be the September, 1973,
hopefully lasting impressions, Louisville and Lexington
ADOPTED ON SECOND
according to William L. Knight, Visitors
Bureaus,
local READING ON THE 27th DAY OF
travel director of the Kentucky chambers of commerce, private September, 1973. Department of Public In- travel enterprises all along the
COMMON COUNCIL,CITY OF
formation. He has been plan.: tour, and automobile clubs of MURRAY, KENTUCKY
ning tours of this type for over Louisville and Lexington.
By Holmes Ellis
20 years. "It is gratifying to
753-5286
Mayor, City of Murray,
follow the results of these
Kentucky
tours," Knight said. "Many of
ATTEST:
Alabama dairymen set a new
KENIANA
SHORES—Large
ow- tour participants who are
Stanford Andrus
gross
with
in
record
1972
a
inwriters send _copies of their
Clerk, City of Murray, Ken--- -- wooded lots for $25 down & $25
come of almost $64 million.
per month-All untilities including
stories about Kentucky that
tucky
October I2C
water-Lake access-All weather
have appeared in newspapers
streets. 'Phone. 436-5320 or 436and various other publications
For the first time in several
2473.
October 27C
across the US. and Canada, years, U S. cotton production
AUCTION SALE
usually
accompanied by- Is exceeded use. The carryo"photographs taken on Irtilk ser next simmer will be about
WIDE LOTS on U.S. 641, south of
he added, "and room five million bales.
AUCTION SALE Saturday, Oct. Murray, for your new home Or
8, 10:00 a.m., at the Johnny and mobile home. Call owner 753Lola Kelso Home,3 miles west of 0774.
023C
Lynn Grove, Ky. Extra good old
MOO WIDU nni
ACROSS
3 lying at rows
4 Handle
ODOM 00M0 000 estate auction, with lots of LARGE SHADY lot, located
ei
5 lndefmite
1 Fontn,
MM MOO MOO
collectors
article
Two walnut corner of Lynn Grove Highway
5 Solar
OM WUEIM 00[40 beds with items.
6 Chin
9 Edible feed
old bureaus, old and Johnny Robertson Road.
Mew
12 Rteerrin
000M MOM MEW
Germany
13 Brood of
rockers, two old pie safes, can be Phone 753-5671 days or 753-3430
MORO WOO OU
13 Arm of military
pheasants
GROGIBM MEMO traced back for 125 years, lots of nights.
9 Shrub
sernm
04C
10 Leyland
MO DOOM BOOM
14 Cover
picture frames odd tables, good
11 Soros up
15 Foundations
000
WOM
0000 glass and china, corn sheller,
16 Spanish for
17 OPOosite 01
GOMM MUM MO
riondnaM
HEI.P WANTED
18 Forest
MOM DOM MO fancy quilts, bone handle swit19 Clothesmaker
20 Reluctant
chblade knife, stone jars and
21 Units
GOO
MOOM
00RO
WANTED responsible person to
22 Annoyance
22 Ridicule
FOREnnm u0on MOM
jugs, iron kettles, too many
for waste
24 Preposition
keep two small children in my
23 Carry oil
25 Parcel of land
. 36 Employed
good
collectors
45
Negative
items
to itemize. home. Call
FoRE
26 Hurried
37 Make beloved
25 Ltrb.,
weekdays, 5-9 p.m.,
prefix
Stove and refrigerator, oak
27 Grated
39 Append
27 Hurry
07 Snake
Saturday 12-6 p.m. 753-4131. 08C
29 Symbol for
41 Rent
dresser,
28
Peelvvl
whatnots
of
all
kinds,
cerium
42 Oriental nurse 49 Silkworm
29 Son of Adam
large lot odd hand tools and
31 Urge cm
50 Dry as vrtne
43 Sleeveless
30 Hera/dry:
32 Guido's low
cloak
CLEANING
53 fraud
grab boxes. Will sell real estate EXPERIENCE
Rra fled
note
44 Sec than
women wanted one day a week. .
meawm
3.4 WlI nating
33 Symbol foe
volcano
40
acres
of
nice
(abbr.)
level
and
in
top
silver
Phone 753-0991 or 753-1222. 04C
state of fertility, 27 acres tillible
1
34 Shallow vessel
2 3 •
5 6
7 II T:49 -10 Ii
35 Symbol for
frame house and outbuilding, on
tellurium
12
13
a good road with vt mile frontage. WANTED LADY or older
36 Theater
altendents
15
This
would be good Investment married couple to live with
to kn: 17
16
38 Montesano!
property, nice country home, or widow in her home or small home
.
39 Residue
Wit
20
YOU DAT!!
40 Compass point
retirement place. Terms: 25 located in back. Phone 753-5436 or
41 Path
.42 23NI
44EHICE2
percent down on day of sale, 753-5105.
-'•'124
:: ...
"
f4
04P
42 Skin ailment
balance
in 30 days or upon
44 s.,,rity &wing 26
26
:::::54 .36
...n
pad of
receipt of deed. Real Estate WANTED EXPERIENCED
stream
•..
:.r"
sells at 12 noon rain or shine. tractor trailer driver. Apply in
"
44.
46 Command
(
'icl.:4
-)'"1
' pa
u
48 Emiluates
ss
Announcements made the day of person to Mr. Wallen, Paschall
. •
,:'3f,
,
51 Simian
...
sale takes precedence over all Truck Lines, Murray, Ky. Equal
52 Break
printed matter Sale conducted Opportunity Employer. Oct 10C
suddenly
Ls. s•-:.
-s42 43
54 Withered
.45
by Chester & Miller Auction
•X•J' '
.
...
V.'.:7.
55 Enchantment
e,
Service, 435-4042, or 4354672. NIGHT
46
47
56 Separate
ATTENDANT wanted for
Brokers sponsor fitreatl Reatttos, coin laundry
97' kfunt's name
Janitorial duties.
SI
---44$' N/3 *--v- 13
Owen Billing ton Broker.Office in Ideal for
retire:14mm. Apply at
- e...—i
.36
,F3el-Air Shopping Center. it p.yv Beene Laundry
& Cleaners, 805
1 Watch pocket
,....1.)
to sell the Chester Miller
...--...
. .. . - Main Sireet. Murray,Ken07 UM1a4 1ker,
2 Room to harem
SyndIcate.tot'
way.
(4P tucky

Phone

JSEATLE BAILEY

Crossword Puzzieo

NANCY

ECHO
VALLEY
GO L
CLUB

EI•

WiTHOUT
TARA
LF_GOFF;
THERE'S
MUTTSW
TO I-tVE
FOA2,/

M MEESBE'KY STILL
Gar StiMPTHisr TO
LIVE Fa-LIKE •
Fi1-401 TI-I' RAT
WHAT STOLE
HER FON% sta.

THAT'LL.
GIVE ME_
SOME11-4 is./G TO
KILL
FOR!'

75:

HELI

BOOKKE
charge. Omit
complete 01
payroll tit,
Passible co
necessary.
resume and
P.O. Box. 96
(lessee.

SEMI DRIVI
experience t
have 6 ma
steel or
Doran Hai
Company, I
502-345-7786

LADY NEE
housekeepe
beginning 0)
work after D
experience a
two small ch
6848.

WANTED IV
to keep 8 as
home,five di
till 12:00
required. Ph

FULL TIME
30 to 40 hou
minimum w
worker can r
See Mr. H
Departmein

WA!
USED PIAN
0657.

WANT TO B
17 copies of t
Please brink
Times Offir
Street.

WANT TO 13I
safes, kitcl
utensils, be
Phone 753-741

WANT TO B
tendable fa
county, prel
Phone 762-25:

SERVIC

IRON & Mi
trailer beds.

WILL CUT
information)

SCARBORO]
Electric Col
service. Let
pump for yc
new one. 2
service. Pilo)
5543
PROFESSIC
Schnauzer cl
with a pers
pointment, L
4881.

FREE ESTI]
installation
BULLDOZE
also bank
topsoil. Pho
or 354-8161,s
CARPETS
steam clea
Master 489-2
KELLY'S 1
Control, phc
13th itreet
delayretsbt
way."
JERRY'S
Custom Bui
South of M
Jerry Mc-Cc
1637.
A BUSINES
sign of no t
Company,7!
LEE CHILI
Driveways
Phone 753-61
JOHN'S
Plumbing-e
carpentry. 1
753-7625 nig]
FOR ALI
remodelini
cpmmercia
estimate;(
CATERPILI
crushing, hr
ditches,etc.

. ALWERTE
Company,
Phone 7534

0,•••
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AW111410t 411
Call
753-1916

CE

eli It Wit .gassifte

ISENT FOR
e requested
ools, labor,
enent and
works tinfor the
its Water
y County,

HELP WANTED

MUSIC

BOOKKEEPER;
FULL
charge. One capable of running
complete office. Double entry,
payroll taxes, trial balance.
Possible construction, but not
necessary. Send complete
resume and salary expected to
P.O. Box. 998, Paris, Tennessee.
October8C

rials and
accordance.
stions and
file in the
, Secretaryexter-Alrno
ct, Dexter,
els shall be
s until 2:00
October,
Pe publicly

MUSIC

Back to School Specials . . . .

MUSIC LESSONS
-Vole,
-New-Organ

-Drums
-Band

-Accordion
-Gutter
-Trumpet

Ii)R SALE

Another View

0
a

BABY CAR seat and walker.
03C
Phone 753-3862.
G.E. RECORD player and stereo
sale. Lay away for, Christmas
how. Model V-211, Regular
._$1&95-sale price $16.88. Model
V-639, Regular $34.95-sale price
824.88. Model V-936, Regular
455.95-sale price $44.88. Model
V-946, Regular 159.95-sale price
$47.88: Model T-361, Regular'
$79.95-sale price $59.88. Roby
Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
Kentucky.
November2C

Call
Ad
753-1916
•

-

NOTICE

NOTICE

Blood, Sweat I? Tears
-C Wit-ER T
- at -

SEMI DRIVERS with three years
experience to run 15 states. Must
have 6 months experience on
steel or machinery. Call Ace
Dixieland -753-7575-Murray
Doran Hauling & Rigging
Company, Mayfield, Kentucky
ONE SET of Tyrnboli's in good
SERVICES OFFERED
502-345-2786 after 5:90 p.m.
condition. One year old. Phase
•
October 18C ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. 489-269°•
01INC
7/
1
2'110W STEEL'bed for I ton
V
•
truck. Also three year old filly.
Phone Paris,642-6551
TFC
•
Typewriter, just like new Phone
LADY 'NEEDED as full ,time
BY OWNER; two wooded lots,
housekeeper for 3 months CATTLEMEN-HOG producers. Sharpe Street, beside
435-5312.
05C
park, near
beginning Oct. 11973, Part time Rhodes Feed Mill will store your schools, shopping
•
10-2
center,
work after December. Must have grain, any amount, shell corn or university. Phone t606) 549,
Ut"9
Tim aug...a P. ON -.a.
FOR SALE-AQUARIUMS
marsol
experience and be able to care for ear corn,for your convenience in 2494.
••••
October8C
•
•
11•3W U•se kw*. InmaK.
29 Gallon
10 Gallon
two small children. Call 753making feed. Phone Rhodes Feed
20 Gallon Long
6848.
. 02C Mill, Cuba, Kentucky 382-2593 for PIANO
TUNING-repair"ONE "THING ABouT THE RuSSIAN WINTERS,
Lamp Aquarium
O(.GA:THE I3REAP )5 GREATLY 1MPRoVEv.
more information.
October9C rebuilding. Prompt• expert service. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Call Bob Kidston
WANTED MATURE baby-sifter
FOR .iALE
753-8768
FOR SALE
to keep 8 month old baby in my TIMBER-LODGE of Tenn- W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
•
home,five days a week, 8:00 a.m. Tncky Lake, Ronde 1, Springville, Mee 753011.
TFC
till 12:00 noon. References Tennessee will do your stone.
02C work. Large selections of stone. DRUM LESSONS, for further
required. Phone 753-3862.
Phone 901-593-3534.
TEC information phone 489-2690, if no
FULL TIME or part time person,
answer phone 753-6213-both after
30 to 40 hour week. Pays above WILL DO trash and brush 5 p.m.
010NC
minknum wage salary. A hard hauling. Reasonable ratairrsone
South jth Street
Murray, Ky.
worker can receive fast advance. '753-6130.
TFC
(In
Old
Ice
Plant
Building)
See Mr. Bartell in the Shoe
At
FOR SALE
Department at Big K
04C TIMBER-LODGE on TennPhone 753-6660 Mr. Joe Smith, Owner Home Phone
Tucky Lake, Route 1, Springville, DUNE*BUGGY, fiberglass body,
Tennessee,
will
build
complete
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
WANT TO BUY
chrome wheels, Mickey Thompfireplaces, starting at only son racing wheels on the rear,
Saturday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Closed Sundays
TOUR ENGLAND, Europe,
$695.00. Selection of stones factory rebuilt engine. $575.00.
USED PIANO. Phone 753Hawaii, or Holy Land, $368-00
available.
Satisfaction
ADVERTISING
0657.
02C
05NC
Phone 753-8124.
Thousands and Thousands of Yards of Carpet
For more information write
guaranteed. Phone 901-593DEADLINES
Whoesale Tours, 306 Hospital • TFC
WANT TO BUY July 16 and July 3534.
sq. yd.
All display ads, classified
GREMLIN-1973, six cylinder,
Drive, Princeton, Ky. (568-361-.
17 copies of the Ledger &
display
and
air, 3300 miles. Phone 753regular
3334).
06€
sq. yd.
Please bring by the Ledger & LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
08P
display, must be submitted
Times Office,. .193 North 4th Having trouble getting those odd 6115.
•
by
12
noon,
the
day
before
sq. yd.
Street.
TFNC jobs done? Free estimate. No job
Montgomery Ward
publication.
PLYMOUTH FURY 11-1965,
to small. Phone 753All reader classifieds
1703 Chestnut
WANT TO BUY old furniture: pie 0605.
yd
October24C new generator, radiator, hoses,
SaIe, Wednesday only
ust be submitted by 4
plugs, wires and brake job.
safes, kitchen cabinets and
TO pet-cent on all Returned
r••
4,.m.
the day before
Engine and transmission in
utensils, beds, dressers, etc.
Goods
tpublication.
excellent condition. Phone 753Phone 753-7499.
Open
1,1I
7
03C
00
R•M
•
ALUMINUM
.**•••••••••••••••••••••••
1940 after 5:00p.m.
04C
sq. yd.
SIDING
RECIEVE FREE service or
WANT TO BUY 60 acre or more
DODGE-1969 pickup, automatic
FOR RENT
inspection on any type of vacuum
tendable farm, anywhere in
Maintenance Free - No
6, in warranty. Been used as al
FORD One-row corn picker,
by calling Mike Hutchens or Bob
county, prefer west of town. Jliere Painting
car. $1750.00. Phone Sam Harris CONCRETE STEPPING stoma 1971 TORONADO house trailer,
Byer at your local Kirby Vacuum
drag type, rubber tire type grain
and
concrete
splash
blockS.
52,
12
by
bedroom,
Phone 762-2557.
two
)gas,
05C
05C
IR cover all wood. It will
753-8061.
FURNISHED OR unfurnished Office, 500 Maple Street,
753-0359
Murray Lumber Company, 104 83800.00 good condition. Phone bed. John Deere Manure two bedroom
rat 30 lament off your
apartment, central day or night.
'
OctoberlOC
tractor
harrow,
spreader
435and
Maple
Street.
03C 437-4788, or 437-4195.
08C
heat and air, wall to wall carpet.
heat
bill.
SERVICES OFFERED
PONTIAC-1967. Excellent
4615.
04C
Available now. Phone 753$350.00. Phone 753- REMOVE carpets paths and
condition,
Call
for
Free
Estimates
4331
BATTERIES
$8.95
to
$1195.
Any
October9C
IRON & Metal work, rebuilds
05C
with
down
nap
5738.
beaten
fluff
spots;
CARPORT
SALE,
Thursday,
4984886
trailer beds. Phone 753-2449. 05C
Blue LAistre. Rent shampooer $1. car, discount to dealers. Atomic Friday and Saturday, 1629
Batteries, 401 North 4th. Murray
IMPALA-1968, power steering Kvrik-Pik Market, Five PointHamilton, 9:00-a.m.-6:00 p.m. LARGE BUILDING with four
753-8572.
November 5C Trinkets and several selections of overhead doors, air compressor
WILL CUT and top trees. For
06C
brakes and air. Excellent s.
and
BOOKEEPING
COMPLETE
information phone 753-1442. 05C
02C
Phone 753-4446.
05C and hoist furnished. Gas heat.
salt and pepper shakers.
Service if you feel you amid a condition.
DASCHUND
REGISTERED
Phone 753-3018.
05€
THIS
SPOT,
that
spot
traffic
'
bookkeeper but your bualneeels
puppies, (two females) Phone
SCARBOROUGH PLUMING Si not
ONE 5000 BTU Air conditioner,
large enough to employ _a rELYMOUTEL-1961.3ports Fury, paths too, removed with Blue 4924640 alter 5 p.m
04C
Electric Complete pump repair
chest of drawers, razor, table, MOBILE HOME, completely
person call us. Expel ienced in all two door hardtop, blue, air, Lustre carpet shampoo. Big K,
service. Let as check your old
06€ CAMPER TOPPER', panelled combination, bread box and furnished, adults only. Paris
phases of bookkeeping, pay rolls, steering and brakes. Sharp! Belaire Shopping Center.
between
1.642-ml
. 5:00 and
Phone
,cei.m,90
pump for you before you buy a
canister set and 1969 Astro-glass Landing.
taxes and etc. Also a complete Phone 753-0525.
and insulated, $175.00. Call
05C
e04C
new one. 24 hour emergency line
equipped
for
bass
boat
fishing.
BELTONE FACTORY fresh George James at 492-8410. 08C
of typing services. Free pick
service. Phone 753Call 753-8407.
04C
hearing aid batteries for all make
up and delivery if desired. Call
October30C
FORD GALAXIE-1966, V8 hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. 03C
5543.
CLEAN UP shop at Midway.
753-0605.
Nov. 5C
MURPHY'S
CLOSE
out
prices
on
automatic, extra clean and in
MEDITERRANEAN
couch, Phone 753-5311.
OctoberlOC
d
all
1973 recreational vehicles. newly upholstered. Makes a bed.
good condition. Price $595.00. 24 CHANNEL CB super magg.
PROFF-SSIONAL POODLE and
Example: 27' Fifth Wheel
03C Pole, Co-ax $125.00. Nearly new
See at 644 N. 4th Extended. 04C TWO BEDROOM trailer, four
Schnauzer clipping and grooming BOOKEEPER FULL charge Phone 753-7907.
Trailer,6 sleeper, self contained miles south, $55.00 per month.
portable chord organ $45.00. 474- $4,330. 20' MotorHome,6
with a personal touch. By ap- capable of running complete
sleeper,
02C
04C Chevrolet chassis, self contained NEW BRICK home nine miles Phone 753-6846.
litment, Lyn Dunn, phone 753- office. 15 years experience, in 1967 DODGE VAN, slant 6 motor 7757.
north of Murray, just off 641.
October2NC accounts, receivable, accounts mechanicly good throughout,
$7,836. These are just two of the
payable, payroll, general ledger, automatic transmission, mag TOMATOES, pick your own, call many units that must go. No Large living room with fire place, VACANT LARGE two bedroom
06€ trade ins at these low, low prices. built in range, double carport, apartment, electric heat $85.00
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank trail balance and financial wheels (G-78 Tires) Call 753-2808 753-6235 after 5:30.
large utility room, carpet per month. No dogs, call 753-8333
06C
days.
753-3422
night
or
Installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC statements. Call 753-0605.
08C
Sale starts Friday September 28.
throughout.437-4521 or 437COLOR T.V. Console RCA 23, Open .7 days a week
05C
or 753-7671.
through 4195.
GC
CLEAN 1966 --Ford inch, spring and mattress, high October.
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking, LYNN
EXTRA
WARNER, backtioe and
chair. Phone 753-9485.
Piers
04C Murphy's Camper Sales & SerHOUSE IN New Concord, four
pickup,call 492-6401.
also bank gravel, fill dirt and gravel. Phone 474EXTRA NICE 10 x 52,2 bedroom rooms and bath, air conditioned
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, 2713
vice
"Your
complete
RV
October29C
'
1960 DODGE Dart, good motor THINK AHEAD for Xmas gifts. Headquartere ..liwy 62 east, Liberty mobile home. All elec- stove and refrigerator furnished,
Chapior 4 of
or 354-8161, after 500 p.m. TFC
and transmission, two mow tires Needle point-paintings-any Dawson Road, Princeton, Ky. tric, air-conditioned. Call 474- two cafgarage,and yard. Phone
DOZER SERVICE D-8 cater- Included $100.00. See at 1710
04C
type of cutom art. Chair covers,
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
04C 436-2374.
October29C
pillar.
October Keenland Drive or phone 753- children's pictures, homes )65-5082.
753-81107.
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
00C Phone Bob Ginn 753-0039.
TFC 19C
4773.
02P JUNIOR'S CLOTHES-Size 11- SEWING MACHINE prices TWO BEDROOM brick home
Master 489-2504.
_
13. Formals. Party-dresses, and reduced on every machine in the three miles south east of Murray,
ASPHALT Paving. Quality
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest R & R
1970 FORD 1 ton dual wheel long BATTERIES FOR any car, boat, everyday wear. _Like new. For store at your local Singer Sewing large den,$125.00 month. 753-3597
guaranteed. Business and
08C
Machine Dealer Murray Sewing or 753-5068.
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South work
Park Hurst truck, ar tractor, $8.95 to $14.95 information, phone 416- .
wheel base. New
Free estimates.
residential.
you
day
02NC Center in the Belaire Shopping
13th itreet, "Every
bed, 4 speed transmission. exchange. G24 fits most Chevys, 3390.
grain
Phone day or night Mayfield 247Center.
04C T'WO BEDROOM house, 104
delay fits bogs have their
08P Fords and Chrysler products.
382114.
TFC
7201.
North 9th Street. Contact Har$12.95. Big heavy duty G27 fits all ARC REGISTERED poodle
way."
1961 CHEVY, newly built 275 big cars, trucks and boats, $14.95. puppies, also young breed dog. FORD 1964 Galaxie 500, ex- ding Williams, at 236 Locust,
T.L. Asphalt Paving
JERRY'S REFINISHING Si
04Ci
Minor*,Illinois 61760.
horse, 283 with Hooker headers, Atomic Battery Company, 401 Phone 7534379.
06C ceptionally clean 352, 4 barrell
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles -Driveways -Parking areas
300 horse heads and Lunen cam, North 4th Street, Murray. Phone
engine, power steering and
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Repairs
FURNISHED three bedroom
02C SUZUKI
four speed and 411 positrac. 753-8572.
SPECIAL. Suzuki 250, brakes. If interested call 753Phone 247-7201 anytime
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492Phone 436-2385.
04C split level; on the lake at
04P
only $799.00. Suzuki of Paris, 6086.
TFC All work guaranteed, free
8837.
Lakeway Shores $200.00 a month,
CRASS FURNITURE: famous Paris,Tenn.
03C
esiimaipa.
first and last month's rent in
two
$99.95,
Serta-Pedic
bedding,
Scrambler,
very
350
1971
HONDA
LOST & FOUND
advance plus $100 damage
piece set, twin or full.
03C
A BUSINESS without a sign is a GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
250MX Yamaha and factory built good condition, Blue, call 753- deposit. Four or five college
Make
04C
offer.
6086.
sign of no business. Hanna Sign seamless
trailer, $500.00. Number 97,
gutters.Installed per
students acceptable,753TFC
Company,753-8346.
your specifications. Call Larry LOST Bright carpet color- WATERBED, king size with Riviera Courts, Phone 753-0263
08P
BREAKFAST set with two extra 3210.
8:00 a.m.-3:00p.m.
Lyles at 753-2310 for free s...Restore them with Blue linner $15.00. Phone 48902C
$25.00.
leaves.
Call
7536
chairs,
shampooer
Lustre.
Rent
electric
Had anything Free lately"
TFC
LEE CHILDRESS Construction. estimate
03NC
5429.
04C TWO LARGE mobile homes on
$1. Western Auto home of 2690.
Try
Driveways, patios, garages:
Ky. Lake. 436-2427.
06€
641 PET Shop, north. Chihuahda
CORVETTE LANES
01P B.C. CONSTRUCTION. Complete "Wishing Well Gift Shop." 04C
Phone 753-6170.
puppies, cocker, spitz, tiny toy ONE USED 10 speed bike, 4
12 x 60 MOBILE Home, three
Wednesday Night
basements, foundations, patios,
poddles, parakeets, fish and months old. $50.00. Call 753BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
3 Games $1.65
LOST BROWN and white cocker bedroom, bath and half, tin- supplies. Phone 753JOHN'S REPAIR Service. sidewalks, driveways, retaining
0799.
04C
FREE Shoe Rental
spaniel, answers ,to the name of furnished. Call 753-3766 after 6 :862.
and
walls,
etc.
Septic
tank
inOctoberl
IC
Plumbing-electrical-roofing
06C
753Doodles. $50.00 reward. Phone p.m.
carpentry Phone 751-5897 days r stallations, 437-4734 or 43702C
4765.
TEc•
October23C 753-0142 or city police.
MINIATURE
FEMALE YAMAHA 175cc Enduro. Ex- "PARTNER WANTED" to
753-7625 nights.
-CEMENT MIXER, 8 cubic foot dachshund
puppies,
AKC cellent conditon. 2,800 miles handle local accounts for public INSURANCE!! HOMEOWN•,
PTO operated. Like new. A real registered. Phone 753-9885 bet- Helmet included. Phone 489-2683 corporation! Fast moving ERS, farmowners,
FOR ALL your additions-GARAGE
mobile
BUILDING NFOUND LADY'S ring. white gold
04NC childrens records RCA-Disney05€ ween 9:00 a.m. and 9:00 prin. 03C or 489-2639.
remodeling, residential or aluminum, siding, carports and with multiple diamond setting, bargain. Phone 753-3230.
homes, automobiles, low rates,
CBS. No selling! Excellent incommercial. New or old. Free additions. Now is the time to found near Tidwell's Paint Store
excellent claim service. See us
SEAMLESS GUTTERS. Baked HALF PRICE sale-all dry come possible' You must be before you buy. Galloway Inestimates, Cell 7534123.
TFC build. Call collect Mayfield 247- on Main Street. Person can have FOR SALE FOR RENT
men's
shoes,
to
innotions,
$3,300
bondable
and
have
goods,
on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
surance & Realty, phone 7537672.
04C by identifying and paying for ad.
THREE bedrpom. North of years. For free detailed estimate women's and children's ready to vest which is returnable.'Call
5842.
Cklober25C )
Phone 7534188.
05C
CATERPILLAR 977 loader, tree
hfurrav 527•85,29 • • -7 . •DOC phente Atkins Gutter Service; wear. Sale will continue, until al collect Mr. Bruce(214) 243-. ,
Pushing, fence row, Stump's and
06?
Genera
/1001.
Cook's
depleted.
stock
is
Murray,753-8407 or 753ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
ditches,etc. Phone 753HAVING PROBLEMS with yowl
PEST CONTROL
OctoberIOC Merchandise, Hazel, KenLOST Key -Ring, with several
October 14C rnstorn building and remodeling.
OW
hearing
or understanding. For
tucky.
pest
in
THE
best
Dwayne'
FOR
from
keys. Key chain
HAVE YOUR own business now!
control
Houses trimmed-formica tops
free hearink checkup and OM- I
service inici'termite control call CRASS FURNITURE: Large
Chevrolet.
If
fa:Ind-m.1am
Taylor
potential
risk.
Great
.financial
No
workdoors-Quality
ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign and
sultation. Call your Belton.:
TFC?to County,Judge's office, Court Superior Exterminating Corn- selection carpet remnants. Your 8 TRACK tape deck and 8 track ifotking part time. Phone
Company, 607 South 4th Street. manship. Phone 753-0790.
consultant,
7534632. October3C
753-7442.
03€
Phone
tapes.
house
,
TFcl, choice $2.00 square yard
04C pony. 753-7266.
October 17C
1470.
OSkr.
Octoberl7C
Phone 753-8346.

J3I3 MUSIC CENTER

U.T. Martin Fieldhouse
October 4th
8:00 P.M.

ie made on
I may be
;Meer. The
I may be
e of Orbie
!asurer for
ghts Water
ucky, or of
Lankford,
& Dorner,
v, Kansas

Advance Tickets le

$4.00

can be obtained by writing .
Student Government

St be acproposal
a certified
oond in an
ye (5 perKind in an
the Water
ntract has
executed.
,11 bidders,
.dders, will
three days
the bids.
he second
7s will be
easonable
net the low
and will

Discount Carpet Center
753,612.1

U.T. Martin
Martin, Tenn.

Tickets at the „Door
$5.00

$2.99
Commercial Carpet
Kitchen Prints
-$3.99
Sculpture Nylon
Rubber Back & Jute Shag '299-$399-$599 S.
Level Loop & Sculptured Polyester'
5.99 sq. yd.
$5.99
Hi-Lo Shag

HEIGHTS

er
S26-02&9C

DR SALE

•om Cadiz,
es from
road, city
re. Phone
011C

Queenie
-1146
Matinee
Saturday
I=3

on black
rovidence.
03C

Ira large
$3500.00

ctober 19C

.E

the

lot 100'
at Sell.

(CIAIPIP1 I Trari

!86

"DESTINATION
MOON" [r

S-Large
vm & $25
including
weather
.0
0 or 436ctober 27C

"MANHUNT ON
MYSTERY ISLAND'

L, south of
home or
vner 753023C

Get Your

located
Highway
in Road.
r 753-3430
04C

I

:D

person to
sin in My
5-9 p.m.,
131. 08C

FREE
Ticket from

MIEN*

F:ANING
a week.
2. 04C

r older
ve with
iall home
13-5436 or
04P

ENCED
Apply to
Paschall

.r. Equal
oct lac

anted for
1 duties.
Apply at
'lei's, 805
ri
•
02C

a
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Nixon Reveals Plans To.

DeM and Funerals
Joseph H. Crutcher
Jesse,W.-Lassiter- — former-Countian
Dies In Ravenna
Of Murray Dies At
Dies Monday At
Word has been received of the
Local Hospital
death of Mrs. Ellen Adams Home On Monday
Jesse Wells Lassiter of 506
Vine Street, Murray, died
Monday at 11:20 a.m, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 72.
The Murray man was a
'construction- worker and a
member of the Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church. Born
June 12, 1901, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the
late John C. Lassiter and Anna
Wells Lassiter. He was married
to the former Lee Wilkerson,
wbo survives, on January 29,
191.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Lassiter, 506 Vine Street,
Murray; one daughter, Mrs.
Allen • ('Betty -Jo) Poole of
Murray Route Four; one
brother, Joe Lassiter of Murray
Route Five; one granddaughter, Mrs. Phyllis Carlen;
two grandsons, Rob and Joe
Poole.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev, L.L.
Jones and Rev. Coy Garrett
officiating. •
Burial will be in the Murray
Cemetery. Friends may call at
the funeral home.

of
formerly
No!singer,
Calloway County, who died
September 26, at five p.m. at the
Robinson Memorial Hospital in
Ravenna, Ohio.
Mrs. Nofsinger was a retired
school teacher who taught in
Eastern Kentucky for many
years. She was the daughter of
the late Craig and Jocie Adams
of Calloway County.
Survivors are her husband,
one
Nofsinger;
Dewey
daughter, Mrs. Dorothy Prince,
grandchildren.
two
and
Ravenna, Ohio; two sisters,
Mrs. Louie Adams of Owensboro and Mrs. Fred
Adams of Murray Route One.
Funeral services were held
Friday in Ravenna, Ohio.

Funeral Services
Held At Chapel
For Mrs. Sam Lee

Joseph Henry Crutcher of
Murray died Monday at the
Shady Lawn Nursing Home,
Cadiz. He was 80 years of age
and was preceded in death by
his wife, Mrs. Sally B. Herndon
Crutcher, in 1970.
The deceased was a retired
carpenter and a member of a
Missionary Baptist Church.
Born November 24, 1892, in
Stewart County, Tenn., he was
the son of the late James 'J.
Crutcher and Annie Neal
Crutcher.
Mr. Crutcher is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. George
Fisher of Granite City, III.;
three stepsons, George Morgan
of Murray, Gray Morgan and
Roy Morgan, both of Dover,
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Martha
Herndon of Dover, Tenn., and
Mrs. Gertrude Champion of
Aiken, S.C.; one grandchild;
two great grandchildren.
The funeral services will be
held Wednesday at one p.m. at
Milligan
the chapel of the
Funeral Home, Dover, Tenn.
Burial will be in the Hillcrest
Cemetery, Dover, Tenn.
fuiT
Friends may MU at
home.,

WASHINGTON(AP) — Pres- town restaurant after a day in
ident. Nixon, breakrtif the news which he also took a one-hour,
to curious Italian tourists, says 50-ininbte drive through -suburhe plans to visit Western Eu- ban Northern Virginia and met
rope "in about two or three with the president of the European Common Market.
months."
Nixon, relaxed and smiling,
Nixon disclosed his approximate timetable Monday night stopped to chat and pose for
as he emerged from a down- pictures with some of the 150
persons waiting outside Trader
Vic's Restaurant. Among them
were Mr. and Mrs. Giuseppe
DiMarco, who asked when he
'planned to visit their Italian
homeland.
"In about two or three
Mrs. Marjorie Shroat Dunn, months," he replied, but gave
assistant vice president, Bank no elaboration.
of Murray, is one of the
Nixon had proclaimed 1973
delegates attending the 51st "the year of Europe" and had
Annual Convention of the proposed a declaration of prinNational Association of Bank ciples designed to patch cracks
Women, Inc. in Dallas, Texas. in transatlantic relations. Progfrom September 30 to October 3. ress on the proposal has been
The Convention, being held at slow, leading to speculation the
the Fairmont Hotel, is being trip might be postponed until
attended by between 1,500 and early next year.
2,000 women bank executives
With three months left in the
for a program focused on the year it still is possible Nixon
banking industry of the future. will make the trip before 1974.
A in-depth report on a recent
Earlier, after what he deBooz, Allen & Hamilton study on scribed as a "frank, concrete
the predicted status of coin- and constructive" discussion
with Nixon, Common Market
President Francois-Xavier Ortoll said he was optimistic his
trade bloc would
come to agreement with the
U.S. on a declaration of principles,

Murray Bank Woman
Taking Part In
Dallas Convention

GOODYEAR STORE UNDER CONSTRUCTION—Construction is progressing on the new
Goodyear store, to be opened on South 12th near Glendale Road. Edwin Cain, contractor for the job,
said the store will probably not open until around January 1, although the building may be ready
before then. Howard Brandon is the owner of the building.
Staff Photo by David Hill)

Forestry Plane Boy Scout Troop
Makes Canoe Trip
Now Patrolling
County for Fires

Halloween Carnival
Planned At Hazel

Boy Scout Troop 77 went on an
The Hazel Parent-Teacher
eighteen mile canoe trip this Club will sponsor its annual
Mrs. Sam Bruce (Mary Nell)
past weekend on j(entuCky Halloween
Carnival
on
Lee of Hazel died Friday at 7:30
I Ake.
-Saturday, October 6. Conp.m. at the Henry County
The boys began the journey at cessions will open at 5:30 p.m.
General Hospital, Paris, Tenn.
_ The Kentucky Division of the Boy Scout Resermatiog,near and the main door at six p.m.
that
Forestry has announced
She was 50 years of age and her
the Jonathan Creek area and
PTC officers said there will be
-Calloway County is now being canoed south to make camp at
death followed a long illness.
entertainment
Funeral services were held
patroled daily by airplane for Pacer Point, a recently plenty of fun and
country store,
for
all
ages.
The
detection.
Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
grass and forest fire
developed public use area
walk, fish pond,
-chapel of Ridgeway Morticians,
This is a new service by the opened by the TVA. The scouts bingo, cake
shoot-a-hoot,
Paris, Tenn., with Rev. ILK,
Kentucky Division of Forestry,. used the camping area for fun cknking,
baiiketball
throw,
and judging
help
in
big
Hampton officiating.
and feel it will be a
and craft-skill advancement. of the costumes are just a few of
Funeral services for Rehire locating fires, a forestry
were Carl
Pallbearers
1.ife Scout Donnie Henry the attractions, officials said.
Dalton, Coy McCurry, John Blake Kelley, four year old rn spokesman said.
clacses in canoeing
conducted
Added attractions this year
James
William
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Young, Joe Pat Lee, Brooks of
Local Forest Ranger Albert and swimming merit badges. will be the talent show featuring
One,
Route
Murray
Jean
Dennis.
Kelley
of
Jackson,
and
into
well
now
L
are
Wilson said we
Ties funeral for Bodie
advancement was made local talent and the flea market
were held Monday at two p.m. the fall fire season and asked Other
Cathey will be held Wednesday Burial was in the Olive Branch
camping, cooking, stars and with clothing, crafts, and
in
at
the
chapel
of
the
Blalockthat each one pay particular nature study.
at two p.m. at the chapel of the Cemetery.
housewares on sale.
Weakley County native, Coleman Funeral Home with attention to the burning law
Blalock-Coleman Funerar
Boys who made the outing
The admission charge will be
officiating.
R.J.
Burpoe
September
Rev.
Lee
was
born
Mrs.
KRS 149.00 which briefly states
Home with Dr. WC. Chiles
Ronnie Billington, Mark 25 cents for adults and 15 cents
Pallbearers were Chuck "no burning except between the were
20,1923,and was the daughter of
officiating.
Thurman. Brad Boone, Bryan for students with no charge for
James E. Fields, who survives, Wilhoite, Bill 1Calberer, C.E. hours of 4:30 p.m. and 12:00
Pallbearers will be L.D. and
Warner, Alan Warner, Ken persons fully costumed.
the late pearl Flits Fields. Cain,and John Morrison. Burial
midnight."
Flora, Keys Wells, Charles
Bogard, Kelly Seales, Mark
The public Is invited, a school
Cemetery.
Mrs.
Lee
was
married
to
Sam
was
in
the
Hicks
Johnson, Thomas Scruggs,
All fires spotted by this air- Young, Joe Kim Harmon, Kent spokesman said.
Saturday
at
survives,
on
boy
died
Bruce
Lee,
who
The
little
Marvin
and
Ewing Swann,
plane will be reported to the Harmon, Kevin Chapman.,
Swann. Burial will be in the July 25, 1944. A former cook at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray- local Ranger and will be Darrell Turner, Bradley,Wells,
Hospital
after
Hazel
Elementary
School
Calloway
County
the
Sinking Spring Cemetery.
checked out by him or other Stephen Underwood and Ernie Key '73 Breakfasts Are
Friends may call at the funeral lunchroom, she was a member suffering injuries when struck forestry officials, and if burning Dodd
Food
Grow
Baptist
Church.
car
in
the
Owen's
of
Shady
by
a
home.
Transportation for the cam- Being Held On Mondays
persons will be cited
Survivors are her husband, Market parking lot shortly illegally
Mr. Cathey, age 90, a retired
pout was provided by Don
said.
court,
Wilson
into
carpenter and member of the Sam Bruce Lee of Hazel; three before his death.
The Key '73 Monday Morning
Henry
Young Kelley was born
Wilson asked the local
First Baptist Church, died daughters, Mrs. Patricia Dalton
yroop 77 meets each Monday Breakfasts continue each week
cooperation
in
of
Murray,
Mrs.
Linda
Young
of
Mayfield.
residents'
fullest
February
26,
1969,
at
Monday at 2445 a.m. at the
mfening at the First Christian at the Holiday Inn starting at
Almo, and Mrs. Glenda Mc- His mother was the former not burning until after 4:30
Westview Nursing Home.
Church at i:30 p.m. All Scouts eight a.m, under the chairp.m., and only then after _perCurry of Paris, Tenn.• two sons, Joyce Todd.
interested
in scouting are in- manship of Rev. Martin MatThe Murray man is survived Rev. Jerry Lee of hazel and
Survivcirsas.his permits,Mr. sons have carefully cleared a
tingly.
by his wife, Mrs. Sula Beaman Glenn Ray Lee of Murray; two and Mrs. Kelley; stanchtiother, line around the material to be vited.
Sycamore,
Cathey,
IN
The group has now completed
Kay
sisters, Mrs. Robbie Burroughs Mrs. Ivie To, 1301 Vine burned to prevent it from
street, Murray,to whom he was of Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Street, Murray; sister, Lisa spreading, and when the wind is
the first phase of the directed
married April 12, 1947; one Margie Dennis of Romeo, Gail Barnett, and two brothers, calm. He also pointed out if the
witnessing program and are
daughter, Mrs. Lowell Tatum Mich.; two . grandchildren,( Myles Dale Barnett and James fire gets out of control persons
now meeting for prayer, Bible
of Orlando, Fla.; one Son, Alvin Bradley Wayne Young and William Kelley, jr., all of hare liable. —
Study, and sharing. The public
(Continued from Page 1)
Miller Cathey of Louisville; one Brian Ray Lee.
is invited to attend, Rev.
Murray Route One.
develop understanding and
Persons
who
see
a
fire
that
is
sister Mrs. Leona Hatfield of
Mattingly said.
growth
of
future
for
the
plans
out of control are asked to call
Hutcherson, Kansas; six
Key '73 is a nation wide year
"Decisions
Kentucky.
Albert Wilson at 436-2152, or the West
grandchildren; seven great
must be made that will affect long emphasis, jointly sponKentucky
Division
of
Forestry
grandchildren; three great
office at Mayfield, telephone the area for generations to sored by some 150 Christian
great grandchildren.
come and the people who help denominations and groups. The
number 247-3913 (collect).
(Continued from Page 1)
make those decisions should be theme is "Calling our Continent
those who will feel the effect." to Christ." Locally the MurrayThe funeral serrvices for Mrs. watching a pro football game,
Curris said the growth of the Calloway County Ministerial is
Robert N.(Mary Alice) Trotter however, our granddaughter
tourism industry in the area "is sponsoring the thrust.
of 1501 Dudley, Murray, were discovered them in the freezer
amazing....but I notice that the
held Monday at two p.m. at the and we only got to eat one of
study of the industry here was
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral them.She has a sixth sense as
conducted by two professors
Final rites for Mrs. Flora Home, Paris, Tenn., with Bro. far as food is concerned and can
Smith of Mayfield Route Five John Dale of Murray and Bro. find most anything that is
from the University of Tenare being held today at two p.m. B.B. James of Paris, Term., stored away somewhere. So far
riessee....it should have been
(Continued from Page 1
_
The "Four RS in Corrections" conducted by Murray State.
at the chapel of the Linn officiating.
she has not found that fruit cake
motel
manager,'
Ky.,
and
the
Funeral Home Benton, with
R.L. Cooper, Robert 0. that was left over from will be the subject of his (Curris was referring to the
Rev. Robert B. Moore and Rev. Miller, O.T. Keenan, David Christmas. It is down under presentation on. Wednesday, Copeland report dealing with Elva Harper, 64, of Falmouth.
David Stidham, 32,4 Hyden
October 30.
Joe Bagwell officiating. Burial Ross, Dr. Robert Baxter, and some things in the freezer.
the impact of tourism
and 'Wendel McKenzie, -27, of
Whitten, who joined the throughout West Kentucky).
as
will be in the Mt. Olive Joe
served
Wright
Cemetery in Calloway County. pallbearers and burial was in
Curris said there is a great Hazard, were wounded in
Incideatally Christmas is less Murray State University
faculty
in
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- Mrs Smith, age 87, died the Walker Cemetery, Paris, than three months away.
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Tenn.
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the
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rooms five and six where the
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leaves begin to fall to the Kentucky.
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The pair forced Mrs. Ewalt
upgrade the health, welfare and
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The Baptist Young Women of prosperity." He praised Dr. to drive them to her home,
their young
the First Baptist Church will Ralph Woods, fourth president where they bound her and two
provide transportation for who died last week,for his part of her children with cord then
Application Approved
senior citizens each Thursday In making Mal the "great took an empty .M caliber rifle,
several kitchen knives and
The Kentucky Department. of morning from nine am. to 12 university that it is today."
Transportation has approved noon.
"His death has paved the way about $8 in cash and fled in her
tor one:neat ion for Agnew
Those desiring transpertattint -for me to etrive- to meet the Car.
Lexington police said they beaarles Wenerick and Myrtle are asked to call the church dreams he had," Curris said.
Wenerick to operate three office 753-1854 on Wednesday "Under his leadership, Murray lieve the Barnes's were killed
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A turkey shoot will be hela at
the Lynn Grove Elementary
School on Saturday, October 6,
starting at ten a.m.
The shoat is being sponsored
by the Lynn Grove ParentTeacher Club. Shells and
refreshments will be on sale, a
FTC spokesman said.
Marjorie Sbroat Dunn

Garden Department Will

mercial banking in 1960 will be
presented at one of the general Hold Meeting Thursday
sessions. Nationally-known
The Garden Department of
figures from the world of
business and finance will be on the Murray Woman's Club will
hand as participants in the have a workshop on "Dried
various segments of the Flowers" on Thursday, October
4, at ten a.m, at the club house.
program.
Mrs. Lenvel Yates and Mrs.
NABW has a membership of
more than 11,000 women, all J.W. Young will direct the
officers of their banks. It directs workshop. Mrs. Richard Cotits energies toward the trell will give the devotion
The business session will be
enhancement of the prestige of
women in banking and en- conducted at 1:30 p.m. by the
courages qualified young chairman, Mrs. 1,eonard
women to enter the field. The Vaughn. A sack lunch will be
organization presents a number served at noon.
Hostesses for the meeting will
of regional and natidnal
seholateilpS for advanced be Mrs. J.B. Wilson, Mrs. R.L.
banking study annually, and Ward, Mrs. Waylon Rayburn,
presentations are being made at Mrs. Gregg Miller, and
John Adams.
the Convention.
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